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ABSTRACT
Bodies and Spaces “in Contact”:
A Study on the Dancing Body as means of
Understanding Body-Space Relationship in an
Architectural Context
V. Şafak Uysal
M.F.A. in Interior Architecture and Environmental Design
Supervisor: Assist. Prof. Dr. Markus Wilsing
May, 2001
Architectural discipline has long “repressed” the human body, the necessity of speaking
of “bodies” in their plural form, and the ineradicable interdependency between body and
space. However, especially the second half of the twentieth century has witnessed a
number of attempts in the articulation of a “bodily architecture”. In an attempt to
contribute to its refiguration, this study moves the body from the periphery to the centre
of analysis. The author discusses the possibilities of studying theatrical dance in
arriving at an “adequate” understanding of the relationship between body and space,
constructing an analogy to the Contact Improvisation technique. The notions that are
developed throughout the study of eight choreographic instances, with reference to the
theoretical premises of studying Contact, trace four different type of relationship
categories regarding body and space while demonstrating the potential of the body as a
space-generating agent. Within such a framework, bodies and spaces are conceived as
both cultural and historical products bearing peculiar natural qualities that position
them as both an object and subject with powers of being affected from and affecting
each other. The study concludes with a brief discussion on the possible linkages that
may be constructed between the progression of bodily analogy in architecture and the
conception of the body in dance and Performance Studies.
Keywords: Body-space relationship, Architectural Theory, Performance Studies,
Theatrical Dance
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ÖZET
Birbirini “Üreten” Beden(ler) ve Mekan(lar):
Beden-Mekan İlişkisinin Mimari Bir Bağlamda
Değerlendirilebilmesi İçin Dans Eden Bedenin Araç
Olarak Kullanıldığı Bir Çalışma
V. Şafak Uysal
Iç Mimarlık ve Çevre Tasarımı Bölümü
Yüksek Lisans
Tez danışmanı: Yar. Doç. Dr. Markus Wilsing
Mayıs, 2001
Mimarlık disiplini, tarihinin başlangıcından bu yana insan bedenini ihmal etmiş,
bedenselliğin çoğul yapısına karşı çıkmış ve beden ile mekan arasındaki kaçınılmaz
karşılıklı-bağımlı ilişkiyi yok sayagelmiştir. Ancak, özellikle yirminci yüzyılın ikinci
yarısında eleştirel kuramların ve yeni gelişen düşünce akımlarının yoğun etkisi ile
“bedensel mimari”ye yönelik çabaların sayısında ve niteliğinde bir artış görülmeye
başlanmıştır. Bedenin yeniden ele alınması çabalarına katkıda bulunmak amacıyla, bu
deneme bedeni eleştirel ve analitik bir çerçevenin merkezine yerleştirmeye
çalışmaktadır. Bu bağlamda yazar, Kontakt İmprovizasyon tekniği ile kurduğu
benzerlikler çerçevesinde, beden ve mekan arasındaki ilişkinin doğasına yönelik “doğru”
bir anlayış ve farkındalık geliştirme amacıyla teatral dansın bir çalışma alanı olarak
sunabileceği olasılıkları tartışmaktadır. Sekiz farklı koreografik durum ışığında
geliştirilen kavramlar, Kontakt İmprovizasyon tekniğinin teorik yansımalarını hayata
geçirerek, bir yandan beden ve mekan arasındaki dört farklı ilişki tipinin
sınıflandırılmasına hizmet ederken diğer yandan bedenin mekan-oluşturma ve mekan-
yaratma bağlamında sahip olduğu potansiyelin açığa çıkartılmasına katkıda
bulunmaktadırlar.  Böylesi bir kavramsal çerçeve dahilinde, beden(ler) ve mekan(lar)
kendilerini hem özne hem nesne pozisyonlarında var eden, etki etme ve edilme gücüne
sahip kültürel ve tarihsellik sahibi sonuç ürünleri olarak tanımlanmaktadır. Çalışmanın
sonuç bölümünde, mimarideki beden analojilerinin ilerleyiş yönü ile farklı tarihi
dönemler ve akımlar çerçevesinde dansta bedene bakışın değişimi arasındaki
benzerliklere dikkat çekilmekte ve Performans Araştırmaları yaklaşımının olası
katkılarına değinilmektedir.
Anahtar sözcükler: Beden-mekan ilişkisi, Mimarlık Kuramı, Performans Araştırmaları,
Teatral Dans
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1INTRODUCTION:
The Author's Position, Intentions, and
Inquiries
"...I have been forced to re-assess everything. Not only to 'suspend
my habits of vision', but to suspend my habits of thinking. I must
start from the beginning" (anonymous).
Beginning Concerns
I would position myself as an outsider1 "within" the architectural discipline,
someone "from without". I most certainly prefer to do so because of a number of
reasons.
1. First one of these is that I have majored in city and regional planning during
my undergraduate studies. Throughout these studies, my focus has
oscillated between growing the skills to master the hard task of organising
space and organising the conditions for a certain spatial organisation to
                                                          
1 "For something to be excluded, two parts are necessary: something inside, some defined entity, and
something outside.... Logocentrism and anthropomorphism, in particular male anthropomorphism, are
underlying the system of architecture since Vitruvius, then read and rewritten in the Renaissance and
through the modern movement" (Agrest 1993:358).
2survive or come alive, mostly emphasising the latter2. Although the two
disciplines—being not so much unrelated with each other—do share a lot in
common, both in terms of scope and methodology, the interest I conceive to
have developed as a planner in the "stuff" of space, that is in people, rather
than merely space itself demands from me to emphasise the distinction.
2. Secondly, the fact that much of the roots of my being able to develop, if ever,
some sort of an awareness towards space lies in a totally different spatial
practice, that of contemporary dance, forces me even further into the
position of an outsider. Along with the impacts of these two reasons, my
interest in space lies somewhere in between that of the architect, the
anthropologist and the cultural historian3.
3. As a planner and a dancer/choreographer, I have always been interested in
space. However, my interest in space was rather relational and contextual:
in space as it is constructed, generated, produced by, and through the
actions of, the "citizen", the body, people. It is in the space of everyday and
practice/performance rather than that of mere architecture—those spaces
that have been physically framed by constructions—although the two may
have coincided at times. The city-space, what Diana Agrest calls the
"fragmented unconscious" of architecture, which escapes the order of things
and of language, is, and always has been, there, within the zone of my
enthusiasm and wonder as a text of explosions, contrasts, contradictions
                                                          
2 "...to paraphrase Paul Virilio, our object today is not to fulfil the conditions of construction, but to achieve
the construction of conditions that will dislocate the most traditional and regressive aspects of our society
and simultaneously reorganise these elements in the most liberating way" (Tschumi 1992:27).
3 " 'Architecture' as an overall label includes all forms of human construction" (Fernie 1999:325, emphasis
mine).
"Social anthropologists...although rather than being concerned solely with the present[,] are implicitly
concerned with exploring and interpreting the links between past and present....[Their] traditional caution in
avoiding their own culture has been due largely to recognition of the difficulty of studying any cultural
situation from inside itself. Their increasing engagement with their own or more similar cultures arises from
their greater sensitivity to issues involved in representing 'others' as different" (Fernie 1999:324).
"Cultural historians whose main interest is in the visual arts attempt to set the object studied into the context
of the culture which produced it. They will examine all aspects of the culture in question and analyse what
conditions the production of the object" (Fernie 1999:331).
3(1993:367). The stage-space in which choreography is performed and the
physical objects that may take part during such a performance have been
my concern, not as three-dimensional stage-boxes with coordinates or mere
plots, but rather as event-spaces, the bearing columns of possibilities for
action. Therefore, I assume it is not unusual that I align myself with the
anthropologist—for whom "the backdrop against which the social action
takes place...and the material objects which are intrinsic to these
activities...are of significance, not so much as physical environments or
objects in their own right, but rather as stage props, the bearers of meaning,
the symbolic capital of interaction" (Rostas 1998:19).
4. With that in mind (and in body), when I entered the realm of architecture, it
was a surprise for me to realise that architectural history had witnessed
several attempts to underline the importance of human being and his/her
relation to the surrounding environment. However, it had mostly failed to
carry such concerns into practice. It was the so-called "architectural
discourse4" or "the system of architecture" which stated that "...the specific
property of architecture—the feature distinguishing it from all other forms of
art—consist[ed] in its working with a three-dimensional vocabulary which
include[d] man" (Zevi 1957, p.22). However, it was the very same discourse,
which encapsulated the body by way of reducing the consideration of the
human being in architecture merely to form, order and proportion. I had
such a hard time finding my way through the Classical orders of
architecture, the Vitruvian-man, universal ratios and geometric principles of
the Renaissance, the basic positions formulated by ergonomic studies and so
on (Aytaç-Dural 1999, p.85-88). What I had encountered was a body that
was objectified and idealised. A body, which was quite far from the
active/organic being with practical and everyday needs, that I am. My body
                                                                                                                                                                            
4 A discourse, for Foucault, who has used the concept in classifying all the techniques of interpretation and
all the formal power relationships of Western culture, is "a way in which knowledge is articulated in society
by...various institutional forms which it takes. Knowledge produces and transmits power and includes social
practices, ways of producing meaning, and all types of control" (Fernie 1999:334).
4was not "in space like things; it inhabit[ed] or haunt[ed] space" (Merleau-
Ponty 1963, p.5).
5. In that manner, while engaging further with Agrest's arguments, I have come
to conclude that the system of architecture [from within] was characterised
by an idealistic logic that could assume neither contradiction nor negation;
and, therefore, was based upon the suppression of either one of two opposite
terms5 (1993:358):
The French pioneer photographer Daguerre documented
Haussman's comprehensive restructuring of Paris. Amongst his
comprehensive documentation were images of the completion of
Rue de Rivoli. These daguerreotypes were produced by a device[,]
which exposed a light sensitive plate through a very small
aperture, a pinhole. Producing an image was consequently a
protracted procedure, so long, in fact, that objects, unless they
travel[l]ed at very slow speeds indeed, were not recorded.
Daguerreotypes of the Rue de Rivoli are consequently depopulated.
This absence of animate objects remains strangely resonant of
architectural drawings. (Rhowbotham 1995:24)
If, as Bernard Tschumi repeats following Wittgenstein, the limits of our world
are the limits of our language, the restrictions of architectural notation quite
literally reflect the limits of the world of architectural production (qtd. in Yazgan
1996:13). Architects (and planners at a larger scale), with their Daguerreotypic
drawings, "may be the functionaries and ideologists of architectural space, but
their schema and drawings, their buildings and planned spaces, do not
themselves constitute [architectural] space" (Borden 1998a). Rather,
architectural space is a continual reproduction, involving not just material
objects and practices, not just codified texts and representations, but also
imaginations and experiences of space, in short "bodies".
Once having concentrated on the consistent repression of the body, I am once
more placed in that outside. This is, however, where I hope to be able to project
                                                          
5 Dualism lies at the roots of dichotomous thinking that hierarchises and ranks two polarised terms so that
one becomes the privileged term and the other its negative counterpart. It is “the belief that there are two
mutually exclusive types of 'thing,' physical and mental, body and mind, that compose the universe in
general" (Grosz 1994:vii).
5a better critical look6. Placing oneself "from without" the system of architecture
requires one to be able to accept heterogeneity and, thus, the positive inclusion
of the negated, the formerly repressed, i.e. the body. In Agrest's words, "in the
ideological realm of architecture this implies a negation of the 'system of
architecture' through a critical work, and the inclusion of the denied, the
excluded, the hidden, the repressed7" (1993:366). Although "the body" is
featured prominently in several "architectural" occasions in history, there is an
apparent increase in the number of scholars and practitioners, who develop a
critical perspective as such against the objectification of the body (and without
necessarily placing themselves outside the architectural discipline), that give
direct reference to "bodily architecture" in their works throughout the second
half of the twentieth century. As a result, my hope is that this study will be able
to contribute one thread to the project of "refiguring the body in an attempt to
move it from the periphery to the centre of analysis", if I may call it; a thread
that at times tangles with the writings of some of the above mentioned scholars
and practitioners. For this might be one of the ways in which its potential as a
space-generating agent, either all by itself or as part of a spatial configuration,
can be appreciated and understood.
The Scope and Objective of the Study
Within the given context and boundaries of this work, the scope and objective
have been restricted to a portion of what I have intended initially. The primary
factor that has limited the boundaries of the research results from the
unexpected vastness and multi-dimensionality of the subject matter. For, when
body and architecture are taken as keywords, one is lead to an extensive
                                                          
6 "The outside is not another site, but rather an out-of-site that erodes and dissolves all the other sites....[it]
is Deleuze-Leibniz's virtual that is always more than the actual; it is the virtual that haunts the actual and, as
it haunts it, makes it flow and change" (Boundas 1993:15).
7 "That which is excluded, left out, is not really excluded but rather repressed; repression neither excludes
nor repels an exterior force, for it contains within itself an interior of representation, a space of repression"
(Agrest 1993:358).
6amount of theoretical and practical works and researches which have been
conducted within a variety of disciplines. In addition, because the theories and
critiques that look at architectural language in its contingency upon human
action have gaps and unexplored territories, the grounds that a study as such
can be founded is remarkably slippery, leaving me without the appropriate
tools. Therefore, as I gradually understand it, any study that takes the
relationship between body and space in a specific context (i.e. architectural)
requires a thorough study solely on this relationship before going beyond it.
Hence, in the end, the complexity of the issue has forced me to make decisions
and narrow down my objectives to gaining an insight into and revealing a
consciousness towards body-space relationship.
1. The first decision is made on the type of the body that will be studied as
being the basic determinant of the scope. Thus, I will explore the terrain
shared by theatrical dance/performance and architecture in the encounter
between the human body and constructed space, employing theatrical dance
to dramatise the interaction of architectural space and human event. Taking
movement as the body's basic mode of operation and being, and regarding
performance as exaggerated movement activity, my interest is in space at the
moment of its occupation (and non-occupation). Therefore, the type of the
body in this study is taken as the moving/dancing/performing body in its
broadest form and physicality8.
The architecture of performance falls into two interdependent categories: (1) first
is closer to the conventional realm of architecture as the conceptualisation,
design and production of built spaces/sets; (2) other, closer to the realm of the
body, is the experience and creation of space through bodily processes. In
performance, the body of the performer and the architecture of the
                                                                                                                                                                            
8 I refer to a "body" that is both subject and an object with powers of being affected and to affect the others
(Ayas 1998:iii). Particularly on the "dancing body": "As a dancer working with, in and through the body, I
experience it as a body-of-ideas. I believe it is...the sum of all the adjectives that can be applied to it. I know
the body only through its response to the methods and techniques used to cultivate it". Here, the focus is
firmly rooted in a Western framework with all its assumptions about the body, self and the expressive act.
(Foster 1992:482).
7constructed/found space can be regarded as separate potential systems of
projection, which then come together in the active performance to create a new
spatial event, an occupied and occupying space. Therefore, the body envisaged
here is a "living body [which] creates or produces its own space; [and] conversely
the laws of space...also govern the living body and the deployment of its
energies" (Lefebvre 1991:170). The relation between the body's production of
space and the production of architectural space are taken as being always
dialectical in nature. The performing body's experience is not presupposed as
being distinct/apart from space, but instead as a partner in constant
interaction with space. This way, I try to allow body and space to collide into
each other's territory in order to give birth to a new unite entity, to which I will
refer as "BodySpace".
2. The second inevitable choice is related with clarification of the field of
knowledge that is employed in the study. Since I strive to explore body-space
relationship and the performing body in a scope as broad as possible in the
first place, I have come to an understanding that the study requires
incorporation of the attributes of another field; that of Performance Studies.
This has its roots in the belief that, for a study as such, the approach/tools
provided by Performance Studies supply the most appropriate and effective
method in that the mobility in performance, and the human body as its
subject and object, constitute the basis for a more comprehensive
understanding of space. In addition, by way of making performance a
primary concern, and therefore blurring the boundaries of disciplines,
Performance Studies then provides a broader inter-disciplinary perspective
within which body-space relationship could be questioned and examined.
Therefore, to conduct a research in an attempt to reveal a consciousness
towards and to develop an "adequate" understanding of the relation between
body and space is the objective of this study. The categories I draw comprise of
not the whole territory but rather the major landmarks on an imaginary map9,
                                                          
9 "In contra to the Enlightenment idea that assumes everything can be surveyed and pinned down, in
mapping, if taken as wayfinding, the unclear boundaries and changing relations and connections of the body
8which renders differing possibilities of interaction between body and space. The
nature of this research is not comparative, although in certain points some
comparisons are made. Only physical attributes are studied, and connections
are pointed to. For this reason, in the thesis, my sources of inspiration both
from architecture and from other disciplines and everyday life, and the
relationships of these outer ideas to the issue at hand will be introduced
wherever they seem to support a concept and help for a better understanding.
The Methodological Framework
Although it is intended that all four of the following chapters and their sub-
sections investigate a diverse range of relation types between body and space
and adopt a range of strategic, interpretive and analytical procedures, it is also
the case that the study as a whole shares a number of presuppositions. This
can be broadly summarised by thinking of the study in terms of the following
categories:
"other" stories
By choosing different objects of study such as video-recordings of theatrical
dance performances, video-productions, virtual dance installations and the like,
"events often considered architecturally-insignificant and spaces perspectives of
which have been rarely voiced", different accounts of space and body-space
relationship can be articulated. This approach defies architectural centralism,
in which canonic10 buildings and urban spaces take centre stage. Hence, in
some ways, this criticises various systems of (professionalist, disciplinary)
domination. Each essay identifies both new ways of thinking about body's
                                                                                                                                                                            
can be considered as ever-occurring, and thus no specific objective should be anticipated that is aimed for
fixed definitions, but for possibilities" (Ayas 1998:8).
10 "A canon can be defined as a body of work agreed to represent the greatest examples of a genre, and
which hence provides a standard against which new work can be judged" (Fernie 1999:329).
9engagement with, and resistance against, space through theoretical arguments
and choreographic instances that exemplify a number of different positions.
strategies
Understanding bodies and space—and communicating that understanding—
involves employing rather complex textual (or perhaps architectural) strategies
that reflect the complexity of the issue at hand. Although many of the essays
are driven by or founded upon social, architectural, movement and performance
theory, in this study, they largely foreground the physical and representational
strategies that can be observed in the analysis of the "architecture of
performance". For the document, overtly or purely theorised text/language is
avoided, and instead particular standpoints are voiced.  Each essay engages
with its object of study, seeks for ways of communicating the findings that are
observed and collected—through getting motivated by the choreographic work
under study—in a way that is accessible to all.
choreographic instances11
Architectural space involves more than what the design professions of
architecture and planning offer. Instead, it is produced and reproduced by
bodies that occupy, use, appropriate, and engage with it. Acts of construction,
transformation, fragmentation, appropriation, engagement, and detachment;
unusual, constructed and representational modes of the "architecture of
performance"; issues of autonomy, establishment of the Self, affirmation,
negation and denial, cooperation; and the implications of dance as a spatial
practice12 are used to re-think what should be considered as "architecture" and
"architectural space"13.
                                                          
11 "Choreography is about organising bodies in space, or you're organising bodies with other bodies, or a
body with other bodies in an environment that is organised" (Spier 1998:136).
12 "Viewing movies in very slow motion, looking for synchrony, one realises that what we know as dance is
really a slowed-down, stylised version of what human beings do whenever they interact" (Hall 1977:72).
13 "...all possible aspects of the perception of space can be reduced to four: (1) planimetric or two-
dimensional space; (2) one-point perspective or three-dimensional space; (3) 'irrational' space-time, or four-
dimensional space; (4) imaginary space as produced by motion pictures. Our perception of architectural
space is, in one way or another, the synthesis of these four phenomena" (Van de Ven 1993:359-360).
10
"Contact"s
In exploring the implications of each choreographic instance, both the "body" of
the work in question and a number of other "bodies" (theorists, researchers, lay-
opinions, photographs...and so on) are engaged with and "Contact"ed14:
As a reader, please try to stay in Contact as you move/read along
while immersing yourself in the scenes. Please: "no sticking feet,
no hardening of edges". Rethinking a "tactic": how scholarly
miming, or in other words, quoting people is actually maintaining
contact with them. How miming is continuous with my dancing
"trajectory". Not "I mime when I don't do Contact," but rather "I am
already in Contact and am dancing when I mime". (Potuoglu
1996:1-2)
This way, it is hoped that a potential, which is specific to the inter-relations that
these engagements form, is uncovered in an attempt to define the terrain
formed in the light of these relations. Different kinds of theoretical inquiries and
experiences might provide a questioning of our understanding of the body-space
relationship. "If you dig beneath the surface then you discover the unexpected"
(Borden et.al. 1996:9).
The Structure of the Study (...or, rather, its space)
The following15 can be taken as an explanation and an objective, which can be
turned into a guiding principle to be utilised by the reader as a "pointer" which
should probably be always kept within reach while exploring the terrain covered
by the study:
                                                          
14 See the section on "Theoretical Premises of Engaging in Contact".
15 Inspired to a great extent from the comparison between Guy Debord's The Society of the Spectacle and
Henri Lefebvre's The Production of Space (in http://www.notbored.org).
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1. This study is not intended to be direct and definitive. Instead, it will be
meandering and is clearly intended to be preliminary.
2. This study will not accumulate invulnerable sentences into numbered
theses, and numbered theses into numbered and subtitled chapters;
therefore, it deliberately tries to stay away from turning into a spectacle—in
Guy Debord's words, "capital accumulated to the point that it becomes an
image". Instead, it will imitate space by being written in such a way that it,
in Henri Lefebvre's words, "is actually experienced, in its depths, as
duplications, echoes and reverberations, redundancies and doublings-up
which engender—and are engendered by—the strangest of contrasts"
(1991:185).
3. The internal divisions of the study will not try to make sure that the major
themes do not interfere with each other—reminiscent somehow of wide
boulevards that ensure the smooth circulation of traffic. Instead, it will be,
once again quoting Lefebvre, "penetrated by, and shot through with, the
weaker tendencies characteristic of networks and pathways".
4. This study is not one in which same paths can be used to arrive at different
points. Unlike an encyclopedia which remains "unmoved when faced with the
multitude of facts and ideas which make up life", and which is rather
interested in recognising, knowing and classifying them, the study will
deliberately attempt to arrive at the same points by using different paths (Le
Corbusier 1961:9).
With reference to all of the above, it can be said that the study will be presented
as "the outcome of a process with many aspects and many contributing
currents, signifying and non-signifying, perceived and directly experienced,
practical and theoretical".
Regarding the structure of the study, then, it is possible to state that the
skeleton is kept simple, as can be seen in the outline.  However, the flesh will be
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thick, organic, and multi-dimensional in that it will have a number of cutbacks,
offshoots, connection-points with other "bodies" throughout the main "body" of
the work.
Methodologically speaking, a number of issues will be dealt with at the same
time as I will be engaging in Contact with other "bodies", imitating, mimicking,
weight-sharing with them. I will not be visually defining the terrain I am dealing
with from a transcendental point high in the sky, but will be walking through
the terrain, to really experience it even at the cost of unclear or narrow vision at
times. Whenever a shortcut, a side-road or a broader picture is necessary, then
it will be inserted along the way. Some formal/textual strategies are employed in
order to be able to establish "frontiers"—those boundaries and connections—
and to clarify the vision when needed.
The first section consists of the introductory chapter, which covers beginning
concerns, the scope and objective of the study, the structure and methodology.
In the following four chapters, the findings from the analysis of a particular
group of choreographic works will be communicated as sub-sections.  It is
possible to consider each one of these subsections as an independent essay, a
cartographic inscription, by itself that partially renders the terrain woven of the
possibilities in which body and space relate to each other. Hence, headed
towards four different directions, although basically focusing on the same
issues, these four chapters, and the subsections within, will weave into an
episodic structure. In the concluding chapter, an overall framework will be
constructed in an attempt to bring together the findings of all four
cartographers, establishing the necessary connections and building up future
pathways.
Before anything else, though, is an offshoot into the implications of Contact
Improvisation as a movement technique, which will be utilised as a model in
order to conceptualise the two-way relationship between body and space.
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Theoretical Premises of Engaging in Contact: "Two"
bodies merge into "one"
Contact Improvisation (CI) is a dance form that focuses on establishing a
physical and kinetic familiarity with one's partner through senses of touch. Two
or more bodies that are physically in touch move in constant flow as they
engage in supporting each other's weight. The leading principle is an exploration
of the body's relations to gravity and other bodies "which result from its ability
to flow as a physical mass" (Foster 1992:491). Not designating a set vocabulary
of movements, CI instead sets parameters for how to move16.
In following the body's space-making actions instead of spatialising actions,
contactors articulate a space that is more akin to space-in-the-making of the
body, rather than ready-made-space of the eye. This is because the geography of
the body is regarded differently than it would be in other movement techniques.
Rather than distinguishing the body by its parts and concentrating on the form
it articulates, contactors think "more of the body surfaces as planes of support"
(Luger qtd. in Bronet and Schumacher 1999: 97). This way, they are
encouraged to "listen" to the body, to be sensitive to its weight and
inclinations and to allow new possibilities of movement to unfold
spontaneously by attending to the shifting network of ongoing
interactions. (Foster 1992:491)
The tactile experience of getting in touch with the other's body is what
constitutes the essence of contact. The flow that is experienced is not only flow
                                                          
16 In making a photographic analysis of contact improvisation technique, Cynthia Novack lists a series of
"basics": (1) Generating movement through the changing points of contact between bodies: Predominance
of two bodies moving while touching, finding a mutual spatial pathway for movement produced by the
interaction of body weight. (2) Sensing through the skin: Use of all surfaces of the body to support one's
own weight and the weight of another person; almost constant maintenance of touch between partners. (3)
Rolling through the body: Successive or sequential use of body parts. (4) Experiencing movement from the
inside: Internal orientation of the body in space; secondary attention...to shaping the body in space. (5)
Using 360-degree space: Three-dimensional pathways in space; making spiralling- curved, or circular lines
with the body. (6) Going with the momentum, emphasising weight and flow: Preponderance of free or
ongoing movement flow coupled with alternation of active use of weight and passive weight (Novack
1988:120-129).
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understood in terms of continuous movement; but it is also accompanied by a
sense of flowing into the other's body "which [now] feels like an extension/part"
of the one through touch (Potuoglu 1996:2).
This scene full of "permeable bodies" proposes the "loss of
boundaries," what most Contact dancers conceive as "freedom".
Thus, [such an] account inscribes flow not only as ongoing
movement, but also as the Self flowing into and merging with the
Other's body. (Potuoglu 1996:3)
The skin of the body, which is not invested with a fixed identity, is subject to
homeostatic forces that suggest a rather dynamic stability, a kind that is seen
in the walls separating cell membranes (Foster 1992:492). Although there is
constant interaction and negotiation through the "permeable" wall, the forces
effecting it from both sides are well balanced at a state of homeostasis17. Such
premise of a "fluid" Self/body implies the incompleteness of the Self and its
dependence on the Other. Hence, one body in need of the other in order to be
able to get a sense of its own "edges" (Potuoglu 1996:4).
Making use of an analogy to CI technique, I will refer to body and space as "two
partners in Contact". The ways, in which two bodies relate to each other in
Contact, as they share weight and move in constant flow, is going to be the base
of my description of the relationship between body and space. While drawing on
such an analogy, it is important to emphasise the "experience of the Other as an
extension of one's Self" in CI. This is because such conception of an
interdependent partnership between body and space will be helpful in
differentiating our standpoint from other approaches, in which the bodily
experience is already presupposed as being apart from space.
Thus, in the obscurity of their unlimitedness, bodies can be
distinguished only where 'contacts' of amorous or hostile struggles
are inscribed on them. This is a paradox of the frontier: created by
contacts, the points of differentiation between bodies are also their
common points.... Of two bodies in contact, which one possesses
                                                          
17 Homeostasis: The state of sustained equilibrium, in which all cells, and all life forms, exist, in the normal
body states; achieved by a system of control mechanisms activated by negative feedback. An organism in
homeostasis adapts to changed environmental conditions by adjusting its own internal state.
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the frontier that distinguishes them? Neither. Does that amount to
saying: no one? (de Certeau 1984:124)
Potuoglu recalls de Certeau's regards on the " 'marking of a boundary' as an
indispensable aspect of any 'spatial practice', including Contact Improvisation".
Therefore, establishing boundaries and inscribing "frontiers" inevitably
accompanies the "continuous flow into the other" or the "practice of the bridge"
in Contact:
Every frontier is simultaneously a bridge: every flowing into is also
a way of hardening edges, articulating a boundary.... Why not
appropriate this double stance of any "contact"—establishing both
a frontier and a bridge—for conceptualising the already "never
fixed/in-flux" bodies? (Potuoglu 1996:5)
This simultaneity in the acts of flow and marking of boundaries is what
Potuoglu values most in de Certeau's point. There is no following of one act by
the other. Translated into kinetic terms, this means that it is not possible to
identify which partner motivates the movement of the other, and exactly when.
Interdependency is formulated into simultaneous and concomitant practices
instead of those that come before or after the other (1996:5).
Going back to the analogy employed, body and space can be conceived in a
constant struggle to differentiate oneself from the other on that thin line which
marks the boundaries of both: the skin. When seen as two partners in contact,
then, body and space are to simultaneously loosen their boundaries in order to
experience the flow into one another. Thus, the collision of the two into each
other's territory through such interaction results in my appropriation of the
concept of  "BodySpace".
In an attempt to distinguish varying possibilities of interaction between body
and space, I will group the choreographies used in analysis under four
categories, namely "bodySPACE", "BODYspace", "BODYSPACE", and
"bodyspace", to describe the type of relationship revealed in the analysis of each
choreographic work. What is signified in the appropriation of upper and lower
case letters is the relative autonomy of one of the partners over the other, i.e.
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bodySPACE stands for the type of relationship in which the autonomy of space
in regards to body can be observed while BODYspace signifies the reverse.
Thus, the four categories are in fact models that are placed at the extremes of
two cris-crossing continuums and are named relatively: according to their
relative point of view towards, and relative conditions of appropriation for, the
new entity, BodySpace.
However, this should not lead one to think that those categories which are
defined in opposition to each other on a continuum are mutually exclusive, i.e.
bodySPACE vs. BODYspace. Instead, it could be said that two "types" that are
symbolised in opposition to each other, i.e. BODYSPACE vs. bodyspace, are
mutually informing and complementary. In fact, as I will try to lay down the
findings from analysis of each choreographic instance, it is quite likely that one
work will exemplify a particular type of relationship while, with a slight shift in
perspective, also holding the capacity to exemplify the opposing alternative.
Consequently, there will be times where one choreographic work is referred to
as exemplary of more than one type of relationship.
In making distinctions between relation types, I do not intend to propose one
category as advantageous in comparison to another. Instead, they are only seen
as to accentuate a different set of facets regarding the human body's position
with reference to space. The grouping of choreographies is not an attempt to
identify "models", but only to understand the implications of each relation type
with more clarity. Plus, I also believe that, as the findings from each work that
are brought together under a certain relation type exhibit a valid degree of
coherence up to an extent, which is relatively stronger with respect to the other
works exemplifying the same type, generalisations will make it possible to detect
major characteristics of each category. Although these decisions have their own
risks, beginning with the more general in order to proceed to the more refined
with conviction is a necessity.
In the following chapters, firstly, I will try to depict each relation type with
respect to their broader concerns, and then, exemplify them in greater detail by
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conveying the findings from the analysis of a series of choreographic instances.
Secondly, in the conclusion chapter, I will attempt to reconcile these findings
and observations into a greater schema via positioning each category in relation
to the other three. However, this positioning procedure is not an attempt to
emphasise distances, but rather to establish connections, among distinct
categories.
The four types of categories that will separately be discussed, therefore, should
not be considered as opposed to each other in pairs of two, but rather as
response to a shift in the emphasis in four different directions with the focal
point remaining the same. Choreographic instances are grouped only with
reference to the relative positioning, relative point of view of their approach to
the BodySpace. It is always possible to detect the "traces" of the "opposite"
category in each other.
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1. bodySPACE
In bodySPACE type of relationship, pronunciation of the relative autonomy of
space in its constant interaction with the body through Contact implies a
direction as well as a process. Yet, neither the process nor the direction of the
evolution18 is that simple and uniform, or unidirectional and unilateral. With
regards to the basic principles of Contact, the process refers to a space that
flows into the body, which, by this time, turns into an extension of space. Thus,
constantly maintained touch between body and space results in a difficulty of
identifying when such a flow into the other turns into an act of establishing
boundaries. This evolution cycle, hence, may only occur when the progressive
direction of the flow circles back, and as space finally becomes capable of
establishing itself apart from, but in relation to, the body. The direction of the
flow is, initially, from space towards the body, from body's shape to its inner
mechanisms and functioning, from outside to inside. Nevertheless, it is
eventually reflected back—yet perhaps partially—as to complete the cycle19.
It is the relative standpoint, therefore, of the choreographic instances
exemplifying a relationship as such that allows us to emphasise the starting
point, i.e., the autonomous space. It seems to me there is no decidable initiation
point for the cause-effect relationship between two bodies in contact, which are
in fact simultaneously motivating each other's movements. That is why the title
                                                          
18 "In its...everyday sense, the term is used to describe change which is gradual rather than revolutionary,
which moves from simple to complex or from lower to higher, and which does so towards a discernible
goal, involving the idea of progress" (Fernie 1999:336).
19 "A cycle is one sequence of a recurrent sequence of phases" (Fernie 1999:333).
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of this section is "bodySPACE", and not simply "autonomous space" or "space
motivating the body" as these imply a termination, a one-way journey. The title,
I believe, implies more aptly the complexity of the two-way interaction and
simultaneity when it is two bodies in Contact that are in question. The initial
factors that are active in the generation of bodySPACE are those that evolve
from space; hence, the direction is from the body's outer shape to its inner
mechanisms. This is due to the ability of space to transform the body, forcing it
into assuming an attitude towards the concept that is put forth by spatial
constructs.
As will be seen in the choreographic works analysed, the performance space as
such is not merely a background. It rather is a constructed setting that reflects
the other components of the performance while the body as such has a "form",
an image-like quality, which is a sensitive target for the forces, primarily exerted
by spatial elements. Conception of such an autonomy by space is the result of
the animate quality of the spatial construct and its potential to "come alive"
even if in mechanical terms. It is a type of space which functions primarily as
an autonomous new world that proposes a perspective through which functions
of the body can be conceived. Though activated by taking part in the functioning
of the new construct, the body is given a passive position in the new terrain.
Accordingly, conception of such a body with "surface" qualities20 predominantly
stems from a prevailing concern with the sociopolitical issues and problems that
are at stake in the choreographic instances observed.
The body that which operates as such is a "social" body: the body that is
subjected to social norms, legislative laws, moral and cultural values, and, as a
physical signification of all of these, space. It is a body within the public, among
the other "bodies"; the body that is primarily and constantly exposed to external
"forces", i.e., spatial tension. These forces, and particularly when they are
                                                          
20 Grosz identifies two broad approaches to the theorisation of the body in twentieth century thought, which
she calls as "inscriptive" and "lived" body. The former is more concerned with "processes by which the
subject is marked, scarred, transformed, and written upon or constructed by the various regimes of
institutional, discursive, and nondiscursive power as a particular kind of body". This model, the root of
which lies in Nietzsche, Foucault and Deleuze, conceives the body as a "surface" on which social law,
morality and values are inscribed (1995:33).
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emitted by the spatial forces at work, simultaneously exert concrete and
imaginary constraints and sanctions on the body and, consequently, on its
conception. That is to say, the constructed space that is absolute and
totalitarian transforms and reflects the body—which will appear mostly as an
abstracted figure—within this new world. Thus, the body is asked to invent new
modes of self-realisation in the new environment. These inventions, as will be
seen in the following sub-sections, could be taking the form of new modes of re-
constructing the body as in Demirel's strategies of "seeing through video", new
movement techniques as in the case of Meyerhold's biomechanics, or move
towards a gradual abstraction of the body, as in the case of Schlemmer's
marionettes in Triadic Ballet (Figure 1.1).
Figure 1.1. Abstract of the Triadic Ballet (Schlemmer 1961a)
“The Triadic Ballet consists of three parts which form a structure of stylized dance scenes, developing
from the humorous to the serious….The twelve different dances in eighteen different costumes are
danced alternately by three persons, two male and one female” (Schlemmer 1961a:34). Searching for
the ways in which the transformation of the human body, its metamorphosis, is made possible through
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disguising in varying costumes, Schlemmer suggests costumes and masks that emphasize the body’s
identity or change it; express its nature or purposely mislead it; stress its conformity to organic or
mechanical laws or invalidate this conformity.
Within this totalitarian view, the body is pictured as incapable of meeting the
demands of the conceptual construct. The physical and natural limitations of
the human form are suspended and/or replaced with new means of expression
in order to be able to adapt to the laws of autonomous space.
E.T.A. Hoffman and Heinrich von Kleinst are those who kept Schlemmer
company in liberating man from his physical restrictions and in enlarging his
freedom of movement beyond one's capability. The results could go even as far
as the organism, which is substituted with the mechanical human figure, is
"recast to fit its mold" in order to obey the laws of the autonomous space
(Schlemmer 1961a: 23). Gordon Craig's visions would be another example for
describing bodySPACE type of relationship, especially with his productions that
ask the actor to leave the stage to be replaced by the inanimate figure
Übermarionette (Craig 1911:142). Furthermore, the possibilities suggested by
the Bauhaus will go as far as imagining plays whose plots consist of nothing
more than pure movement of forms, colour and light; all spatial components,
therefore, asking for the total literal abolition of the human body off the stage
space (Schlemmer 1961b: 88).
Throughout all of these examples, the outer form of the body that is dictated by
exterior, i.e., spatial, "forces" generates its inner architecture. The body's shape
as such folds back on itself and produces, shapes the inner mechanisms and
structure, i.e., its way of movement and operation. In bodySPACE type of
relationship, then, the attention is more on the processes by which the body is
shaped, transformed, and re-constructed by various spatial forces as a
particular kind of body.
What is encountered here is a body conceived as a phenomenon of form. It is
the inseparable surface of human corporeality, the skin, and earthly existence
of the "natural" human being which is conceived as a target, and which is
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considered somewhat as incapable, imperfect, and, in Foucault's words, docile,
that produces a new, transformed body. The examples demonstrate that the
body as such is not only shaped and constrained, but also invented by the
spatial construct. The common characteristic of the examples that will be
analysed under this category is that spatial forces impinge upon the body and
its anatomical structure; yet, there are diverse ways in which the effects of these
forces can be observed in the functioning of the body.
The susceptible, receptive, open-to-completion body as such, thus apparently, is
not "moving" alone. It has a "sensitive skin". It (spatially) contacts, through its
"visual qualities", with other "bodies" and forms. It is "a series of linkages (or
possibly activities) which form superficial or provisional connections with other
objects and processes" (Grosz 1994:116). The metaphor of body-as-surface,
within this particular category, advocates the use of a series of others. The body
as a machine, an alien being, a transformed/fragmented entity; which is
shaped, constructed, re-organised through acquisition of new movement
techniques and costumes; are only a few among many others.
In order to exemplify the conceptualisation of bodySPACE, as a mechanism
shaped and re-constructed by spatial forces, the situation of the moving body,
in this respect, in space, and in relation to other moving bodies, should be
examined. The collective, transformed and fragmented body as such is
appropriated by the choreographic instances, which I have taken as
representatives of this type of a relationship between body and space, in varying
modes and degrees; namely, Magnanimous Cuckold by Vsevolod Meyerhold, and
Demonoid by Ali Mahmut Demirel. Surprising as it may be, both of these
examples have a somewhat outspoken ideological foundation and questioning of
the conception of the body behind. Thus, in relation to these works, there is
considerable and useful writings and statements mostly spelled out by the
choreographers and/or producers themselves. In general, both of these
choreographic figures briefly and broadly analysed below share a common
ground; they are all opposed to the notion that the body is a singular, closed,
complete, and organised system by itself.
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Needless to say, it is not possible for me to exhibit each artist's reflections and
conceptions of their work in complete terms, nor in relation to the depths of the
specific findings that I have extracted from their works. I will try, however even
if briefly and occasionally, to mention their general "characteristic" and the
points that they share or break apart. It is also my intention to establish
possible connections with philosophical conceptions of the body by some of the
major figures of 20th century thought. Since my aim in this part of the work is
to trace the implications of bodySPACE type of relationship, I believe, a
subsection devoted to each piece will be appropriate in terms of illustrating the
most remarkable points of this category.
1.1. The Magnanimous Cuckold by Vsevolod E.
Meyerhold
"Theatre should not mirror reality but should transcend the
common place of everyday life by deliberately exaggerating and
distorting reality through stylised theatrical techniques"
(anonymous).
At the beginning of the 20th century, around and right after 1910s, one of the
century's most radical artistic experiments took place, lead by several scenic
artists from the Soviet Union. Signifying a radical new conception of stage
design and movement, this avant-garde theatrical experiment, later named as
Constructivism, had chosen stage-space as its laboratory to explore and
disseminate new aesthetic ideas. Seeking for a functional and utilitarian model
stripped of theatrical illusion, this ideology resulted in strategies of reducing
spatial elements to their most essential form. In search of a theatre that was no
longer an exhibition hall for pictures but a dynamic composition searching for a
rhythmic, colourful and organic construction, the Constructivist movement
called for a change in aesthetic perceptions. From the decorative and painterly
stage set had evolved a three-dimensional stage environment in which an active
stage structure was constructed (Baer 1991b). A shift as such, from the concept
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of an artist as painter to that of an artist as builder, was most evident in the
stage productions of Vsevolod Meyerhold.
Meyerhold, who has performed and directed under Stanislavsky's infamous
Method in the naturalism style, had left Moscow Arts Theatre before he
eventually went on to formulate his own ideas on theatrical production.
Suggesting that naturalism is a sort of hypnotism, he proposed new ways of
producing theatre, working from the outside of a situation inward. Meyerhold's
immediate reaction against naturalism, which he associated with removing
control over what happens on stage from the actor and giving it to a fictional
character, was apparent in his deliberate avoidance of realism and his use of
techniques that stimulate the audience's imagination, making them think. This
meant an intellectual and emotional investment in the piece much stronger
than a visual and fictional investigation. Influenced by Pavlov's work on
association, Meyerhold considered gestures, steps, attitudes and poses the best
way of expressing the truth of human relationships. Not willing to leave
anything to chance operations, he developed a number of ways to claim control
over the content of a piece and the influence it has on the audience (Braun
1998). Towards this end, he removed all detail from the stage, creating instead
large constructivist structures from which the actor could work in accordance
with the principles of a movement technique that he developed, and named
biomechanics.
The stage was bare—no curtain, no proscenium arch, wings,
backdrop, floodlights. On the background of the bare wall of the
building with its open brickwork, one saw a simple, skeleton-like
construction, a scaffolding designed by Popova consisting of one
large black wheel and two small ones, red and white. Several
platforms at various levels, revolving doors, stairs, ladders, chutes;
square, triangle, and rectangular shapes. (Lozowick qtd. in Bowlt
1991: 76)
This was certainly because it was in the constructivist commitment to
developing a notion of an art in real space, while announcing the death of
painting, that he found what he was longing for. Forced into seeking a setting
that could be erected anywhere without resorting to conventional stage
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machinery in 1921, "Meyerhold saw in Constructivists' work the possibility of a
utilitarian multi-purpose scaffolding which could easily be dismantled and
reassembled" (Goldberg 1988:44). Sensing that Constructivism would enable
him to realise his dream of super-theatrical productions removed from the box-
like auditorium, he discussed his ideas with various members of the
Constructivist group, Liubov Popova in particular. There followed, his new
production of Fernand Crommelynck's The Magnanimous Cuckold:
Popova did not paint a set, but instead built a construction, an
autonomous installation that could function anywhere—on the
street or onstage. The wooden structure was composed of two
windows and two doors, ladders, platforms, wheels, and the blades
of a watermill.... Essentially it was a spatial formula whose
components, as well as their interactions and correlations, were
abstracted and reduced to a minimal level of expression.
(Kovalenko 1991:145)
Figure 1.2. Poster and set design for The Magnanimous Cuckold (Baer 1991b)
Consisting of "frames of conventional theatre flats, platforms joined by steps,
chutes and catwalks, windmill sails, two wheels and a large disc bearing the
letters CR-ML-NCK (standing for Crommelynck)", the stage set of The
Magnanimous Cuckold played a crucial role in the production (Goldberg
1988:45). Conceptually designed as a freestanding skeleton, the set offered the
possibility of transferring the results obtained in the stage laboratory into
everyday life with ease. Consequently, the collaboration between Meyerhold and
Popova—both seeking for a form of theatricality which is stripped of illusion,
and which offered utility and function instead—resulted in a model that was
perfectly in line with constructivist ideology (Figure 1.2). This was apparent both
in Popova's building of a spare, rhythmically organised structure whose blades
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and wheels evoked a windmill, instead of choosing to portray a windmill, and in
Meyerhold's extending of the constructivist aesthetic into performance through
a system of training21 called biomechanics.
Biomechanics, is a system of training aimed at making the body carry out a set
task in the most efficient way possible. Following the scientific methodologies of
Taylorism, "biomechanical principles magnif[y] the scale and visual form of an
actor's movement, giving each gesture added significance" (Baer 1991a:48).
Concentrating on the methods that organise labour processes, these principles
were based on the rhythmic, fluent, productive, correctly positioned, and stable
movement quality of a skilled worker in action. Lying at the foundations of a
series of individual and group exercises with titles such as "dagger thrust", "leap
onto the chest", "lowering a weight", and "shooting a bow" (Figure 1.3) (Braun
1998:173), the basic "laws" of biomechanics are outlined, by Meyerhold's
students, as follows:
1) the body is a machine; 2) the worker is a machine operator; 3)
the actor must discover his own center of gravity, his own
equilibrium and stability; 4) the actor must achieve coordination of
bodily movements in relation to the stage platform, stage space,
and surrounding figures; 5) a gesture is motion of the entire body;
and 6) body movement is the producer of external words. (Baer
1991a:48)
Building upon these basics, Meyerhold approached the technique as a system
for training actors, but obviously biomechanics could have been used to perfect
any movement activity. Actors trained in this system would be part athletes,
part acrobats and part animated machines. Holding the responsibility of
displaying no emotion, they were to work on perfecting a constant awareness of
themselves in space. Basically they developed their bodies so that they could
                                                          
21 Practices that contribute to the development of what Marcel Mauss calls the "techniques of the body" are
part of the fabric of culture itself; and, they "invest, mark, train and torture the body; they force it to carry
out tasks, to perform ceremonies, and to emit signs" (Foucault qtd. in Foster 1992:482). "Most [training]
techniques offer both a body topography, a mapping of key areas on or in it, as well as principles governing
the proper relations of these areas"; thus, they are forms of inscription on the body, molding and re-
structuring its operation (Foster 1992:483).
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carry out any action in neutrality in order for being capable of instantaneously
executing externally dictated tasks (Meyerhold 1996).
Figure 1.3. Biomechanical exercises (Baer 1991b)
The analytic and exact reproduction of each motion, the coordination of body
movements and spoken word, and attention to geometric, linear motions were
biomechanical principles that allowed performers to hold a great control of their
body in their attempt to perfect it (Kolesnikov 1991). This capability was to
guide them in performing the acrobatic skills to "work" the set in The
Magnanimous Cuckold; skills they were in need of even if they were dressed in
loose-fitting comfortable uniforms. Thus, the production of the Cuckold was an
ideal platform for articulating Meyerhold's call for a "Taylorism of the theatre
[which would] make it possible to perform in one hour that which requires four
at present" (Meyerhold qtd. in Goldberg 1988:45). The totally new environment
of Popova's constructivist set, which requires new styles of acting, was also the
birthplace of the idea of the creation of a new human being, perfected through
the principles of mechanisation:
Actors could forget the existence of a painted backdrop, but they
could not help taking all the elements of the construction into
account as its spaces and rhythms defined all of their movement
possibilities. The use of such a construction in Cuckold demanded
not just actors trained in Meyerhold's biomechanics, but also a
new kind of theatrical costume. All the actors were dressed in
identical work uniforms. (Kolesnikov 1991: 92)
Suggesting the exposed interior of a living organism, the set engenders the
image of a body whose skin has been removed while only the most important
organic components remain. Coming alive through the actions of the performers
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"working" on it, the constructed mechanism reveals a site where action and
construction are not separable. The performances of the actors are stimulated
by the energy pulsing through all the crossbeams and planes of the mechanical
set. In the meantime, the energetic dynamics of the construction are exposed by
the plastic movements of the actors, making it possible "to observe its singular
graphic purity, the harmony of its linear rhythms" (Kovalenko 1991:145).
The rationalé of the construction, its conceptual relation with the actions
onstage, its proportion and rhythms, is rooted directly in the central concept of
the production itself. For many constructivist theorists have interpreted "the
scaffolding of the stage set as supporting the edifice of the new, future
[somewhat utopian] world when under construction" (Kolesnikov 1991:92,
insertion mine). The constant interaction, suggested as such, between the actor
and the set in both physical and conceptual terms, later on became one of the
major principles of constructivist performance, which is clearly defined later in
Foregger's Machine Dances of 1922-23. In Machine Dances, performers
stimulated the parts of complex industrial machines (Baer 1991a: 52). Machine-
like rhythms, the economy-expressive means, and the lack of decoration were
all regarded as the most characteristic expressions of contemporaneity in a
country that had just recently entered an industrialised era. The real and
constructivist object taking the place of the image in its attempt to de-aesthetics
stage design gave birth to new choreographic forms that experiment with a type
of expressionism akin to the German Ausdruckstanz (Souritz 1991:129-130).
The success of Magnanimous Cuckold, thus, became the success of the
worldview that it was based on. Marking the origin of "left theatre", the
production broke away from stage design centred on the curtain and the portal.
The extensions of the new principle to remove every detail, and reveal the formal
"essence" of the stage-space along with all of its construction lines, resulted in
purely utilitarian costumes. Hence, formulated the notorious prozodezdha
(Figure 1.4), which was based on the worker's blue blouse-and-pants set—that
is neutral and conducive to the industrial activity of the performer (Aksionov
1991: 183).
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However, it is possible to question the neutrality of neutral clothing since even
"neutral" costumes like uniforms or unisex leotards are treated as reflective of a
specific attitude towards the human body in different dance genres. Already
articulated by Meyerhold himself in his numerous speeches on biomechanics,
the biomechanical body is one that moves away from Duncanizm (recalling
Isadora Duncan), which calls for the freedom of the released body, and the
classical obsession to soloist work. Instead, it is after precision, order, control
and collective action (Berktay nd.).
Figure 1.4.  Poster and sketches for prozodezdha (Baer 1991b)
The body, concentrating on orienting itself in space and in relation to others, no
longer speaks its own language and no longer speaks for itself, but instead
transforms into merely a word or a letter in the discourse of another (Misler
1991). Only the hygienic aspect of nudity and the perfectly in shape body-
beautiful remaining, the body even looses its corporeal expression with all its
obvious implications of sexual emancipation:
In the armies of physical education, nudity can be defined as
socially valid...The bodies of the athletes constitute a genuine work
of art. In this context nudity in no way carries any sexual
character, but has an aesthetic social value. (qtd. in Misler
1991:167)
Stripped of its distinguishing characteristics, though activated in physical terms
by taking part in the functioning of the new construct, the body is granted a
passive position. The constructed space of the Cuckold that is absolute and
totalitarian transforms and reflects the body—which appears mostly as an
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abstracted figure—within this new world, and attempts to establish it as a new
body for a new space. The implications of such a perspective can easily be
traced back to a Nietzschean understanding of body-as-surface22 that is a
tabula rasa, a material surface, a social construction which is subject to
inscription and marking operations run by exterior, social forces (Ayas 1998).
In terms of bodily articulation, it can be said that the postural characteristics of
the movements of performers in Magnanimous Cuckold rely on the stabilisation
of the body in attempts to attain efficiency and gain full control over the centre
of weight. With a predominantly bound effort content, even a small gesture like
the working of the tip of the nose results in the activation of the whole body.
Even the smallest tension demands from the whole body to preserve
immediately its balance and stability. In the meantime, though involving the
whole body to participate in every single action, the biomechanical principles
demand an abolishment of unnecessary and inefficient movement patterns. As
in the case of a skilled labourer at work, the body displays no indeterminacy in
its action, necessitating the artist/performer to become an engineer performing
his/her movements with scientific accuracy and a high level of consciousness.
Considering body part relationships, then, it is possible to observe that the body
is subject to corporeal fragmentation. Submitting itself to the principle of
efficiency, the body stabilises the parts not used, and concentrates on the one
in action. Therefore, although in postural terms the whole body is effected by
the tension created by one of its fragments, mostly not all parts of the body are
articulated but instead the whole is divided and the unused parts are singled
out. Disintegration and isolation of fragments serve an economy of movement
and action. Dictated by the brain, its own rational apparatus, the body serves a
series of devices that are designed to develop the ability to control itself within
the stage space in the most advantageous manner. Turning into a machine, a
technical tool, the biomechanical body is one that is alien to itself, its coherent
unity (Berktay nd:309-316).
                                                          
22 "Libidinal intensification of bodily parts are surface effects, interactions occurring on the surface of the
skin and various organs. These effects, however, are not simply superficial, for they generate an interior, an
underlying depth, individuality, or consciousness....The body becomes a text, a system of signs to be
deciphered, read, and read into" (Grosz 1995:34).
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Considering the use of space, it is obvious by now that the autonomy of the
constructed stage set dictates all of the attention to spatial forms suggested by
the construct itself and echoed, recreated, strengthened by the bodies in
motion. Since the performers' spatial paths, general direction and level
orientation are all determined by the conceptual construct, the actor has no
choice but to take it into account in performing of his/her actions. Although
suggesting a rich variety, the use of kinesphere by one single performer
deserves not as much attention as each performer's individual way of relating to
the overall construction and the others. Dominating the visual field, the stage
set promotes a larger field of visual forces at play, favouring general and
interpersonal space against personal space. Forced to assume a particular
attitude towards the concept put forth by spatial elements, the body is subject
to the constructed set's furnishing of new perspectives to look at it:
It is typical of the conceptual construction that it constantly
reflects the audience's look, [and] constantly defines new targets
for its look (narrowing it, guiding it around the set, directing it up
or down) always integrating and topicalizing it. (Kunst 1995:np.)
Another characteristic is the new function of the body within the constructed
world. Captured by a high level of attention to spatial form and tension, the
body of the performer turns into one particular member of a higher-level
organism. Itself fragmented, each single body serves the harmony of the whole,
its overall rhythm and dynamics. Functioning primarily as an autonomous new
world, the set turns into a mechanical-body itself while the organic-body of the
performer is asked to transform into a different, alienated one:
Instead of decoration, a synthesis at an absolute and totalitarian
level takes place, the body functioning as an active participant in
the new world....This absolute synthesis causes the transformation
and reflection of the body itself, which, within the constructed
worlds, constantly appears as an abstraction of the concrete body
and attempts to establish it as a new body for a new space. (Kunst
1995:np.)
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1.2. Demonoid by Ali Mahmut Demirel (reproduced
from La volupté d'etré by Paul Ibey)
March 13th 2001
On the 13th of March 2001, general coordinator of METU International
Contemporary Dance Festival receives an explanatory e-mail massage regarding
a video-workshop that is to be run throughout the festival. The workshop is to
be lead by Ali Mahmut Demirel. At the end of the workshop, it is intended that
the end-product would be shared with the rest of the participants along with an
informal presentation. The e-mail message covers three headings:
description:
Video means "I see" in Latin. "Seeing through video" is, then, equal
to re-construction of everyday life through a transformation in our
mechanisms of audio and visual perception. It is a life strategy
that includes transforming video into an extension of the eye.
problem:
How can we re-construct the body and its movement by means of
video? When seen through video, the fragments of the body and
the rules of organisation that bring them together are re-inscribed,
re-written. The organs and their movements gain independency
within the frame provided by the camera. What is the way to re-
collect these fragments into a "body"? What would the dance of
this new organism be like?
methodology (revised during the course of the workshop):
By way of concentrating on a particular fragment of the
performer's body, a series of visual material is collected. At the
end, the material is to be brought together and edited in one day,
and presented in the next. (translation mine)
March 16th 2001
On the night of March 16th 2001, Paul Ibey of Canada performs a solo work
titled La volupté d'etré as part of a mixed evening program that takes place
during the third METU International Contemporary Dance Festival. Inspired by
the life of the Marchesa Luisa Casati, La volupté d'etré is a solo butoh work
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which is not biographical in intention although based on the life of Marchesa
Casati. Instead,
the piece takes the theme of illusion that runs throughout her life:
the twilight zone between fantasy and reality that allowed her to
dwell in an intensified reality. (extracted from program notes for La
volupté d'etré)
The theme of metamorphosis, stated as inherent in the work by Ibey himself, is
empowered by Marchesa's rich imagination, her endless search for re-creating
herself infinitely and controlling who she was and could be.
March 17th 2001
At the end, it turns out that, instead of trying to create a laboratory atmosphere
in which a dancer improvises as others try to capture his/her movements, the
video-workshop concentrates on actual evening performances and materialises
them. Ibey's butoh work La volupté d'etré is chosen as the main material to be
recorded and edited. The experiment results in a video-work titled Demonoid.
The analysis of Ibey's own work in its own right would prove to be useful in
discussing a number of issues that deal with the transformation of the body
into a spatial construct. However, for the time being, I will focus on the video-
reproduction of La volupté d'etre since these issues will already be voiced
through the analysis of another choreographic piece, Cry by Michael Popper, in
another section. Although, methodologically speaking, I have chosen to
disregard representational implications of the language of video/camera
throughout the study in general, I believe a discussion on Demonoid will provide
a rich platform upon which centralisation of the spatial elements and their
power in re-generating the body could be exemplified.
Demonoid, as already suggested by the methodology used, is a gesture-oriented
piece in which a body-of-fragments is the central figure. Reminding us of
Deleuze and Guattari's fragmentary theory of the Body without Organs23, the
                                                          
23 In their collaborative works Anti-Oedipus and A Thousand Plateaus, Felix Guattari and Gilles Deleuze
propose the notion of the body without organs (BwO) as a "denaturalized" human body, which is in direct
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piece refers to a body, which can no longer be inscribed as a totality. The
capturing of parts, highly exaggerated enlargements, the emphasis on the
marks, cavities and convexities on/under the skin are utilised as techniques
that represent not only the impossibility of returning to a harmonic, theological
body24 but even of holding a total image, a complete object still for a moment.
The contribution of both the performer's use of butoh as a movement technique
and Demonoid's utilisation of camera that results in a two-dimensional picture
frame can not be denied in the representation of the body's partial appearances,
its absent presence. Butoh itself is already a strong reaction against the rational
principles of modernity, not taking the rules of western dance as its basis. It
involves a dismissal of the strict rules of dance as pioneered by Europe and
America, forging its own alphabet from the beginning. Defined as the dark side
of dance, butoh assumes a troubled body that is subject to contradictory
expectations and forces instead of a body that claims a good command of its
centre (of weight) (Haerdter and Kawai compiled in Çam 2000).
Further on, camera space is a two-dimensional space, which dissolves the
volume of the body when captured from such a close distance even more.
Detaching the body from its surrounding through zooming procedures, the
camera forces the body, not to disappear or cancel out, but to divide its
presence as a result of external criteria. As a problem of scale, distance between
the observer and the object becomes a very important distinctive factor in the
compression of the volumetric properties of the body into those of two-
                                                                                                                                                                            
relation with the flows, intensities, and energies of other bodies, regardless of being animate or inanimate.
"The BwO is the body that is before the body is moulded into a regulated, stratified, ordered structure or
organization. It is just like 'the full egg before the extension of the organism, and the organization of the
organs'. The BwO, thus, is opposed to the organized organism, and not to the organs" (Ayas 1998:79).
24 A thorough critique of the "idealised body" of architecture perhaps... Architecture's establishment of a
system of rules as the basis of Western architecture falls within the period of Renaissance (Agrest 1993).
The texts from the Renaissance develop a logocentric and anthropocentric discourse establishing the
"idealised body" at the centre of architectural rules and configurations. The body is inscribed in the system
of architecture as a perfect microcosm whose numerical order reflects the dimensions and parts within the
whole (Sola-Morales 1997). This is the very same perfection that governs the macrocosm, which is utilised
in the construction of a theological relationship between the cosmological order and the human body, which
is embedded into it.
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dimensions. Eventually the surface of the body turns into a topographical field
seen from up above (Figure 1.5).
Figure 1.5. Demonoid, by A. M. Demirel
When concentrated on the use of body, space and effort dynamics, a number of
significant factors that transform Demonoid into a landmark on the terrain of
bodySPACE can be listed. Regarding the articulation of bodily activation25, the
camera's focusing on fragments of the performer's body rather than the whole
causes a great degree of difficulty in, and demands new habits of, identifying:
- whether the performer's body is captured in its vertical posture or
sideways, upside down...etc.
- the types of weight transference (since there is no one, unified,
identifiable centre [of weight] for the new "demonoid" organism);
- the type of relationship to uprightness (since there is no clear definition
of which way up is);
- any vertical, horizontal, sagittal or diagonal stress regarding the use of
kinesphere;
- how the architecture of the body is utilised (type of flexion, extension,
abduction, adduction, rotation or tilt);
- exactly which part of the body is in view (trunk, limbs, upper or
lower...etc.);
                                                          
25 Rudolf von Laban, who has invented an observational framework widely used in movement study, named
Laban Movement Analysis (LMA), categorises basic elements common to all movements under three broad
headings: (1) the use of the body, (2) the use of space, and (3) the use of dynamic energy. Regarding the
basic elements of body part usage, he defines gesture as "an action confined to a part or parts of the body",
whereas he describes posture as "a position of the whole body or an action in which the whole body
participates consistently" (Moore and Yamamoto 1988:192).
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Regarding spatial design, it can be said that personal space26 comes forth as
there are no clues to general or interpersonal space. What happens is that the
space within the boundaries of the performer's kinesphere begins to substitute
for the other two within the space provided by the frame of the camera.
Interpersonal space is converted into one that is produced by the inter-action
among organs; and general space turns into one that takes into account the
frame of the camera as a reference. Towards this end, along with the results of
the type of bodily articulation described above, the movements of the body are
perceived as topographical formations in flux. Vertical, sagittal and horizontal
dimensions are compressed into two, forcing the body into a surface with
geographies of its own. The back of the performer turns into a dessert-like
terrain captured from above; the veins laying right under the skin seem like
underground channels; joints and bones stick out as if a rocky terrain or
mountain top...and so on. The body, not only re-structuring the space of the
camera, gains spatial characteristics and literally turns into a geographical
terrain.
Regarding effort dynamics, the most significant effect can be observed in the
category of variation in time. In La volupté d'etré, Ibey's body, partly as a result
of the dogmatic slow-motion characteristic of butoh technique, normally re-
shapes space-time in that the body moves very slowly with a tension at its
extremes. The tense limbs, with their first gesture, precisely indicate the path,
in which they intend to move, and the seemingly infinite time, which they will
use for this. The tense body, with its every move that involves a meditative
concentration, extends space-time and concretizes the relationship (of the body
to space and time) in corporeal terms. The perception of the category of time is
radically modified.
                                                                                                                                                                            
26 Regarding the basic elements of use of space, Laban defines personal space (kinesphere) as the area of
space reachable without taking a step, interpersonal space as the changing distances and orientations
among movers in a locale, and general space as the environment or area in which action occurs (Moore and
Yamamoto 1988:196).
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However, a second shift in perception relies on the non-linear structure of the
re-production. La volupté d'etré already shifts our perception of time, and
Demonoid re-structures it. With the added emphasis of slow and/or accelerated-
motion effects, Demonoid's body is non-regular and non-linear in time, denying
continuity. A very slowly lifted arm drops or flexes at the joints suddenly; or an
extended, but still, pointing finger is held within view for a long period of time,
with only the camera in move: zooming out.
These shifts are accompanied by the non-narrative structure of the work that is
full of relapses, replays and cutbacks. For instance, once the camera captures
the movements of the torso, all of a sudden it zooms into the hand, and back to
torso, only to skip to the movements of the head this time, with total darkness
of varying time-periods in-between. As the temporal continuity and spatial unity
of the body, and eventually space, is de-composed, the video camera as an
instrument enjoys playing with the limitations of body with its strategic
appropriation of "seeing through video".
At the end, in Demonoid and its "original" La volupté d'etré, the body comes forth
as an entity which is not able to speak of its own unity, somewhat alienated.
The only difference is that, in La volupté d'etré, its unity is threatened by inner
forces that dictate the body from the inside. Whereas, in Demonoid, it is violated
by the spatial (dissecting) element, video camera, from the outside. In fact, this
fragmentary structure enables it to re-construct its shape in that the non-
narrative characteristics of the piece pushes further the video's capability of
threatening spatial unity and temporal continuity of the body. The spatial unity
and indivisibility of the human body, the area of which it traces can normally be
traced by a single, unbroken line, is in question. The same is true in temporal
terms in that the continuity and indivisibility of the enduring mass of the
human body is under threat throughout the piece. The disorganised body of
Demonoid both rejects the existential unity, in space, and existential continuity,
in time, of the human body. Itself re-constructed, the body disperses its original
composition and turns into a geographic formation with surface qualities at
times.
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2. BODYspace
Conceiving the relation between body and space in terms of BodySpace is a kind
of experiment in inversion27. It is based on a series of assumptions, which rely
on a body-centric conception of space—in direct relation with its being
experienced, occupied and produced by the body in fully rich and diverse ways.
The objective of such an inversion is to challenge, displace and disrupt the
centrality of spatial elements, in generation of space, through a reconfiguration
of the body. Thus, the major underlying assumption is that all the effects of
spatial production, all the significant facets and complexities of spaces, can be
as adequately explained using the body as a framework as it would be using
spatial elements.
Articulation of the two-way relationship in BodySpace does not involve the
abandonment of all spatial elements associated with spatial production. It is not
part of a reductionist endeavour28. Rather, the claim is that the terms
associated with spatial production can be remapped, refigured in terms of the
primacy of the body that is corporeal. This requires a twist in our habitual ways
of thinking, stating that space, or rather spaces, cannot be adequately
understood as pre-occupational, or natural containers in any simple way29.
                                                          
27 Elizabeth Grosz is the one who directly inspires such experimentation in both content and intention
(1994).
28 To reduce either space to the body or the body to space is to leave their interaction unexplained,
explained away, impossible. "Reductionism denies any interaction between [space] and body, for it focuses
on the actions of either one of the binary terms at the expense of the other" (Grosz 1994:7).
29 "Architects, attempt to prevent two intrusions, one into the body of their profession, the other into the
body of their architecture. The former occurs when the work of an 'illegal' architect is recognised as
architecture. The latter occurs when the user occupies architecture. For the architect, the illegal architect
and the user are analogous to dirt. They are matter out of place" (Hill 1998:5).
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They are, rather, to be re-produced, marked, shaped and generated by the
bodies that occupy them. However, it is not simply that space is re-generated by
bodies in a variety of ways while the bodies remain basically the same. The
active engagement of the body with space also reproduces the bodies
themselves.
As an internal condition of human bodies, a consequence of perhaps their
organic openness to completion, bodies must take the spatial order as their
productive nucleus, as their chora. Part of their own "nature" is an organic
"incompleteness" or lack of finality, amenability to spatial completion, spatial
ordering and organisation. This recognition lends space the status of being the
spatial Other, i.e., body realises its Self by way of confronting with space. This is
because bodies are not, just as much as spaces are not, inert; they function
interactively and productively. They act and react, generating what is new,
surprising and unpredictable. It is this ability of bodies to always extend the
constructed frameworks, which attempt to contain them and seep beyond these
structures' domain of control, which lies at the base of the conception of
BodySpace.
The space of bodySPACE, as seen in the examples constituting the previous
section, implies violence, i.e., violence inflicted on the operational "techniques"
of the body in Magnanimous Cuckold, and on the structure of the body in
Demonoid. On the other hand, bodies are violent against space in ways that
threaten the "authority" of the space, which is mostly articulated in the balance
of a precisely ordered geometry, as well. Acclamations of architectural space,
which is formulated in terms of a search for order in the environment, are
violated30, even in its simple presence in still form, by the body that leans
against the wall, hits the table, falls over the bed, approaches the window case,
                                                                                                                                                                            
30 "...the inevitable intrusion of bodies into the controlled order of architecture. Entering a building: an act
that violates the balance of a precisely ordered geometry (do architectural photographs ever include runners,
fighters, lovers?), bodies carve all sorts of new and unexpected spaces, through fluid or erratic motions.
Architecture, then, is only an organism engaged in constant intercourse with users, whose bodies rush
against the carefully established rules of architectural thought" (Tschumi 1994b:XXI).
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and shakes and trembles in empty space. In short, the body moves: it is
dynamic, and alive.
Saying that the body is alive is also to say "it is a body that is 'lived'" (Ayas
1998:82). Then, in coming to terms with BODYspace, in order to describe the
type of relationship it implies between body and space, it is more appropriate to
shift the focus from the body to the subject, by whom the body is "lived". This
requires a reframing of the problem as a relationship between the subject and
space, i.e., as the subject's perception of the external world31. This is because all
spatial features are, in fact, defined according to the body by the subject who
defines them in accordance with his/her perception. The haptically perceived
landmarks and voids (the heart, brain, lungs, abdominal centre...and so on)
within the body constitute a vast and intricate psychological realm of inner
feeling that articulates a strong influence on our comprehension of the
environment. In addition to these internal landmarks, other properties of the
bodyscape, which are rather more geometric and linear, can be identified
(Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1. The psychophysical coordinates of the body
(Bloomer and Moore 1977)
For instance, as a consequence of our frontal orienting senses' operations, a
series of psychophysical coordinates are developed, which constitute our
                                                          
31 The lived-body model refers largely to the lived experience of the body, the body's internal and psychic
inscription, which take the body-schema or imaginary anatomy as its object(s) (Grosz 1995:33).
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(spatial) definitions of up and down, front and back, right and left and here-in-
the-centre (Bloomer and Moore 1977:39-40).
Thus, relying on the basic orientation system, "which refers to our postural
sense of up and down which, because of its dependence on gravity, establishes
our knowledge of the ground plane", the subject/body defines the status and
form of space and spatial relations (Bloomer and Moore 1977:34). This way the
subject/body establishes its sense of space at the same time it establishes its
own position within. The subject/body, therefore, projects itself onto the space
within which it exists. On one hand, the meaning and significance of the
external forces upon the shape and form of the body are internalised in such a
way that they constitute the inner mechanism and architecture of the body, as
can be seen in the examples used in the formulation of bodySPACE: a process of
introjection. On the other hand, the limits of the body and its relation to space
are established, composed, experienced, and lived through projection. This
projection constitutes the boundaries and limits of the body, which demarcates
itself from space, other bodies and objects.
Being "thrown into" space, the body as such is not a passive one that just
"responds" to space, but an active body that is capable of "authoring" space. It
is not just a medium of receptacle, a mere receiver of external (spatial) stimuli,
but an active body that makes connections, establishes relations with objects in
a continuous, ever-changing process of mutual definition. However, its activity,
functioning, and responsiveness emanate from and initiates in itself, not from
and in space. The body's orientation constituted as such, thus, is considered as
the manifestation of the inner mechanisms at work. Yet, these inner
mechanisms are also a function of the internalisation of our experience of
space: a coming back in the circular cycle, again.
Although I have mentioned elsewhere, I feel the necessity of expounding my
frequent use of opposite terms such as autonomous body vs. autonomous
space, inner mechanisms vs. external forces, inside vs. outside, physical vs.
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psychical, BODYspace vs. bodySPACE, BODYSPACE vs. bodyspace, and so on. I
do not intend, by any means, to invoke a bipolar or dualistic approach, which is
characterised by acclaiming the dominancy of one out of two. Instead, as I have
tried to discuss with the metaphor of two bodies in Contact earlier, the opposite
terms are used for the sake of practicality; as "means" rather than "ends". They
merely refer to the relative positioning, relative point of view—hence the shift in
the emphasis—of the four major categories, which are broadly categorised and
brought together due to their "relative" proximity. I do not claim that the
elements of two opposing categories are conceived as opposed to each other,
despite the fact that the categories themselves may be developed as opposed to
each other, being at the two ends of a continuum. This issue, however, has been
and will be discussed throughout the text wherever it is appropriate to do so,
and thus it will not be discussed explicitly in the "conclusion" chapter.
The disorganised body, for instance, of Demonoid does not reject the inner
mechanisms of the body at work, yet it seems to develop a view against an
organismic collection of the fragments of the body as a whole. The same can be
asserted for different examples within the same category. Anne Teresa de
Keersmaeker's Hoppla will accept and even elaborate further the major
characteristics of Michael Popper's Cry (and its denial of the totality of the
surrounding space), for instance. However, Hoppla builds on other ways of de-
composing and re-constructing space—one that involves engaging with the
spatial tensions that form a spatial field. In short, some examples may be
regarded as antithetical; nevertheless the point is that these choreographic
approaches are not always compatible for comparison with their full extent and
content as they have different perspectives in the first place. Secondly, none of
them have a primary objective of theorising the relationship between body and
space in its full complexity, but rather, and more importantly, they "use" certain
relation types and the conceptions developed on them in constructing particular
narratives.
The standing point of the choreographic instances exemplified under
BODYspace is at the opposite side of the choreographies discussed in the
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previous chapter (i.e., bodySPACE). The body of BODYspace then, is not a
formal composition under the stress of spatial forces and tensions. The "form-
ulaeic" body, as I had discussed, is primarily oriented, directed and dictated by
spatial elements and forces. Whereas, the appropriating body of BODYspace is
considered as composed and invested by its own inner mechanisms of orienting
itself in space. Nevertheless, the appropriating body is also a social body, living
among other bodies and objects. The social and spatial world, therefore, are
incorporated into and absorbed by the body through internalisation rather than
being directly shaped by. Yet, the notion of shaping is what persists in both of
the models one from the body towards space, and the other from space towards
the body, in the beginning and as the initiator of action.
Many examples of the avant-garde32 dance pursue a body as such that is the
basic constructing element in the formation of space. In these examples, there
is a certain degree of recognition towards the definitions brought about by the
surrounding space, in which the body acts as an-other architectural element
constantly in move, therefore, (re)defining spatial relations. The subject is in the
position of exploring the architectural definition of the surrounding, acting out
as violent as it can in order to search for ways to break the rules for such three-
dimensional ordering of space. By way of introducing the time dimension, body
is the authority who shapes the history of this totally new terrain, this unknown
geography.
In BODYspace type of relationship, therefore, the space is a differentiated
Cartesian space, or, at its extreme, one that is totally denied. However, it is the
body—which relies on the capabilities of its own kinesphere in order to create
space and establish itself through choreographed kinetic/four-dimensional
relations—whose autonomy is observed, differentiating space either right from
the beginning, or relying on the already existing three-dimensional structure to
carry such differentiation even further.
                                                          
32 "...for Greenberg the avant-garde defines art as being responsible only to the values of art, which meant
that artists had to escape from subject matter and ideas, which in turn meant a new stress on form" (Fernie
1999:328).
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Although effected and shaped by the spatial order that is impinged upon itself,
the body as such can be considered somehow pre-spatial, and furnished with a
strong meat-and-bone architecture that has priority. The body and its relations
with space are supposed to be founded on this base. The complexities of spatial
relationships and those of any other spatial force must be internalised by the
body in the first place. Then, through the complexity of its inner and
kinespheric mechanisms, the body not only constitutes itself but its relation
with space and other objects as well—the process of shaping the body in
bodySPACE is turned in a way upside down.
The "external" world is a representation of the "internal" world, and
the "internal world" is a representation of the "external" world.
They both depend on each other and influence each other, and can
be seen as an instrument...within and between domains. (Wilsing
and Sonkan 2000:413)
The body in this process has a crucial role. It is the medium of communication
for the subject in that it can transfer information and meaning both from and to
itself and from and to space. Yet, the body also is the screen of its inner world
on which the subject can trace what has happened to itself as a consequence of
its connections with the outer world.
In order to map the conceptualisation of bodyspace in such a manner, i.e.
BODYspace, I have analysed mainly two choreographic works by Michael
Popper, and Anne Teresa de Keersmaeker. My intention is not to identify "role-
models" or "ideals" which best exemplify the defined relationship. Instead, they
are treated as landmarks that might provide the platform for the above
arguments to be concretised, and exemplified at varying degrees in their inner
dynamics. Another possible misunderstanding would be to identify these
choregraphers with BODYspace type of a relation. This would result in treating
them as representative of the type of relationship discussed. Yet, obviously the
choreographers' own biographies demonstrate a wide range of variation, which
would prevent us from spotting and stabilising their approach to
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choreography33. Even the choreographies that are analysed do not represent the
type of relationship throughout the whole piece, but instead, make use of
variations of a number relation types to convey their meaning. In short, the
choreographic examples at hand should be taken merely as specific instances
that are utilised in arriving at broader generalisations.
2.1. Cry by Michael Popper
In presenting body as a space-generating agent here, I will make use of a solo
piece entitled Cry, performed and choreographed by Michael Popper, as the
basis for explaining what I mean when I contrast the body, and its movement,
with space. Placing myself among the audience, I will take a certain position,
which sees the performing body as an object, as one limit of a continuum, at the
other end of which lies the performing body of the subject34.
...light goes on. We are confronted by a half-naked statue-like figure. A white male is
pausing right there, in front of us. His upper body is bare while his lower body is
disguised with a black-sheet wrapped around his waist like a skirt. I can't even say that
he is "standing"... The way in which the black cloth blends into the dark and empty space
that surrounds him does not let me place his feet on the ground. All that can be said is
that he is there, hanging in vastness; or rather, "there" is he: detached from the
proscenium stage-box, the existence of which we are aware though we are not exactly
able to visually approve as no light is giving life to it at the moment...
Following a narrative that embodies a clear denial of the architecture of stage
space, even to the degree of denying connection with the ground-plane, Cry
relies on nothing but the abstracted architecture of the body for the purposes of
generating space and conveying its meaning. Itself activated to a great extent
within the boundaries of its own kinesphere, Popper neutralises the rest of the
stage space through darkening it, and detaches his body from its only
                                                          
33 For instance, De Keersmaeker's another piece is utilised in exemplifying a different category.
34 In making the distinction, I will rely on Karen Franck's "It and I: Bodies as objects, bodies as subjects"
(1998) and Bronet and Schumacher's "Design in Movement: The prospects of interdisciplinary design"
(1999).
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connection with space through covering his lower body in a black clothing that
creates an illusory impression of some half-body hanging in empty space.
...as he begins to move, we are temporarily and gradually detached from such awareness
as well. That no stage is existent for us. No space is allowed to exist except that which is
limited to the surface of his illuminated body and the volume it encapsulates... The man
moves in wonders. He doesn't even change his position throughout the whole piece, only
making use of very slight weight shifts as his arms, head and torso lead him...
Predominantly making use of the immediate space right around the body, Cry
gives reference to neither general space nor interpersonal space. Regarding
general space, it is already stated that there is a great degree of neutralisation
and denial of the architecture of the proscenium arch. In terms of interpersonal
space, no direct motivation against or from a partner is in question since the
piece is performed as a solo work. The only interaction refers to one that which
moves through the body and among the members of the same body. Basically
formulated as a body-centric and gesture-oriented solo, the piece does not
utilise any sort of a spatial path or tension motivated by the external visual
field. What takes place, in fact, is the reverse in that Popper's fixed position fixes
the image of the stage-space as that of a frontally oriented and centralised one.
By consistently pursuing a posture, position and orientation that align with the
left-right wings of the stage space, he "performs" an architecture-of-surface.
Performance...suggests putting more into something...than is
absolutely necessary; of loading an act with meaning.... If someone
carries out [an] action rather more dramatically than is strictly
necessary for the task...it becomes 'performance'—non-
conventional, non-habitual, even creative (Rostas 1998:19).
Because of its darkness, the planer and/or stereometric relationships already
existent within the cubical space of the Italian box can not be perceived. Thus,
the spatial tension that might be created out of these relationships is absent
from the space of Cry. It suggests neither a regulated spatial order nor an
articulated volume. As a "numb space almost devoid of articulation", the
architecture of the proscenium provides no instruction in how to perceive
neither itself nor the body occupying it (Bergren nd.:13-14). Instead, by
neutralising the depth of the stage space through darkness, Popper himself
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"builds up" a spatial configuration that amenates from his body through
repeated movements sets. Thus, instead of merely occupying the empty space of
the proscenium, Popper detaches himself from it and re-inforces a planer
quality that is supported by his extensive use of the tension created among the
left and right sides of his body. Then it is the body, turning into a spatial
element itself, that redefines spatial relationships in this "performative"
architecture. Establishing the criteria for the perception of the set, it diminishes
the a priori definitions of up and down, left and right...etc., and begins to
redefine them.
The space of the spectators' look is already there, at once before them, always
waiting for their bodily actions. However, the space of Popper's body is
perpetually in-the-making35 through those very same actions: he moves his
arm; follows his elbow, his shoulder; then he pulls it back, and so on. There is a
loss of the third dimension in that the stage space, besides the mid-spot where
he is standing, is erased and left to darkness. In addition, he never changes his
position and orientation; neither moving his feet nor changing the direction of
his movement that is always oriented towards the audience. The only thing that
pops up from this (frontal) surface is the movements of his body and the play of
shadows that suggest some parts of his body to be at different distances from
the spectator, however minimally (Figure 2.2). There is a constant tension
between Popper's body and the surrounding stage space; he deliberately
dominates the field removing everything else but his body from the stage, even
to the extent that its boundaries as a cubical space with depth are denied.
...The very same tension is reflected in me as a tension between my body and my eye36.
My eyes are led through and beyond the immediate confines of the third-dimension
                                                          
35 Bronet and Schumacher, starting off from Warriner's categorisation of two topologies of movement, that
of the eye and that of the body, define two inter-related spaces: one being the ready-made space of the eye,
whereas the other is the space-in-the-making of the body. The distinction is made clearer with a series of
other couplings: eye-body, seeing-going, knowledge of the order of places-spatializing actions, presentation
of a tableau-organisation of movement, "there are..."-"you enter, you go across, you turn...", and so on. In
describing these two opposing hypotheses, they quote from Warriner that "the choices
made...overwhelmingly favored the second" (1999:97).
36 Warriner describes such tension between the body and the eye as a way of understanding the basis of
architectural criticism. He states that it is possible to de-essentialize the limitations of our visual culture
through our knowledge of the space our body makes, and imagining a combinational frame with both body
and the eye. "Otherwise, what the body knows is 'set aside...because inhabitation [as an order of space-in-
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suggested by his movements, whereas my body is blocked by the dominating surface-like
quality of space that pours into three-dimensions only through the boundaries of his body.
As if a kind of voyeuristic peek-through a key hole...
Figure 2.2. Cry, by M. Popper
Within this simple stage set-up which only relies on a central, what-is-called,
shower of light, the movements of the audience's body and eye are lead out of
synchrony. The resulting tensions, acting to undercut the expected patterning
that leads to habits, defamiliarise the spectator's experience, bringing back
perception rather than mere recognition. The compression of the space
surrounding the performer into two-dimensions, and especially in such scale as
to have only a small section of the whole stage illuminated, formulates itself into
a surface with a wall-like quality, an obstacle. Whereas, the depth of performer's
kinesphere, and its space-making qualities are exaggerated, though bound in
relation to the feet, which are motionless. Such a problematisation of the eye
and the body could clearly be meaningful in terms of how the objectification of
the body may be sidestepped, thus lessening its susceptibility to consumption
as a commodity and image.
In the article mentioned at the beginning, Franck characterises two general
approaches towards the body:
One treats the body and self as separate and potentially
disconnected. To put it simply, each person has a body and
sometimes may try not to have one or to have a different one....The
                                                                                                                                                                            
the-making] has an intrinsic temporality that resists representation in the static materials of architecture [as
an order of ready-made-space, for example, two-dimensional plans and sections]' (Bronet and Schumacher
1999:98).
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other approach treats body and self as fully intertwined, each
living person is a body, always and inescapably. (1998:16)
In making the distinction, Franck's beginning point is that the objective stand
places anyone adopting this approach outside the body, looking at or into it. In
contrast, the subjective stand positions one within the body/subject and
involves not only looking but also acting and feeling. Although there are
apparent contrasts, she does not claim that one of the models is inherently
better than the other. What she finds troublesome instead is the "dominance of
the Western attitude of having a body and the extreme objectification and
disdain that follow".
In Cry, what takes place is that Popper's body reflects back the objective gaze of
the audience, problematising the subject-object relations through a tensive play
of the body and the eye. Whereas the proscenium arch usually provides a frame
which transforms the volume of the performer into an idealistic image37, which
goes hand in hand with the aesthetics of classical dance, Popper rejects being
transformed into an image and, in reverse, compresses the depth of the stage
space even further in an attempt to bring forth the volume of his body within
that frame.
Once the parallel structures are allowed to "work", it is possible to link Bronet
and Schumacher's ready-made-space of the eye with Franck's body-as-object,
and their space-in-the-making of the body with her body-as-subject. Within the
boundaries of the same transmission then, it is possible to state that the tensive
play between body and eye could be re-considered in terms of the tensive play
between the body-as-subject and body-as-object. What Cry suggests in relation
to all these terminological inquiry is that "it will not be trapped in the circle of
reading of space of the eye"; it will not be just an object in an exhibition, not
something to look at. One of its refusals lie in its denial of any single
authoritative "reading", or rather "watching": there is no meaning conveyed; only
                                                          
37 "Objectification of the body makes it an extremely rich source of ideas and creations. In architecture, a
single objectified body can be idealized and used for deriving proportions and scale, or transformed into a
metaphor for a building or for parts of a building. The body as an ideal is a frequent topic in architectural
theory" (Franck 1998:16)
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a series of abstracted movement sets occurring. Another refusal then, can be
seen in the form of shifting from "reading" alone to a tensive play of body and
eye, subject and object.
If we do not insert the body as an equal, alternative posture to that
of the eye, we will inevitably assume the very foundation of
political authority or hegemony, namely, the ready-made quality of
the space of the eye itself38 (Bronet and Schumacher 1999:99).
Warriner's position is suggested as a particular critical and "social" perspective
on architecture; similarly, Popper, suggesting a tensive play of body and eye
(conforming to other pairs such as body-as-subject and body-as-object, body
and space, and so on) as equal partners, sets certain social perspectives to work
as well. The question then remains as to whether a total primacy of the body is
to be acquired, or even possible, once the tensive play of body and eye is used in
getting beyond just reading—a primacy of the eye.
…This is a body that says "nothing but me; thanks, I don't need the rest". As the lights
went off, we—left without the only proof of the existence space to be embraced by the
darkness, which now corresponds to spacelessness for us—had to admit that it did not...
This is about what a body can do all by itself...
The disorienting experience that is suggested by a tensive play between the body
and the eye in Cry defamiliarises the spectator without reorienting. The answer
to the question of whether we could get beyond this tensive play to a primacy of
the body, then, lies in reorientation which would be possible only if the eye goes
with the head instead of the head being referred to the eye. At this point, it is
important to note that just as "a primacy of the eye does not entirely eliminate
the body, so too would a primacy of body not entirely eliminate eye" (Bronet and
Schumacher 1999:99). What is proposed in the next subsection is a
"reorienting" experience that defamiliarises the "space of a reading room"; but
one that does not stop there, instead re-structuring it.
                                                                                                                                                                            
38 Juhani Pallasmaa describes a similar dominance in the Modernism of an architecture of the eye which
intentionally creates a sensory and mental distance between body and building: "Modernist design has
housed the intellect and the eye, but it has left the body and the other senses, as well as our memories and
dreams, homeless" (1996:10).
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2.2. Hoppla by Anne Teresa de Keersmaeker39
Is space something given, something we must work with? Or is it
very much determined by social and historical considerations so
that our sense of space, our understanding of space, our use of
space, and the way space relates to objects...are determined by
what we already know and believe? (Peat 1996)
The notion of Raumempfindung or "felt volume" which characterised the 1920s'
discussion on space can be explained in Oskar Schlemmer's terms as follows:
Out of the plane geometry, out of the pursuit of the straight line,
the diagonal, the circle and the curve, a stereometry of space
evolves, by the moving vertical line of the dancing figure.
(Schlemmer qtd. in Goldberg 1988:104)
What is attributed a great importance in this definition was the relationship
between the 'geometry of the plane' and the 'stereometry of the space', which
could be felt in imagining a substantial space that is carved out by the figures of
the sequence of someone moving within. In defining this relationship,
Schlemmer uses the concept of "the laws of abstract space" which refers to an
invisible linear network of planimetric and stereometric relationships that
envelope a cubical space (Schlemmer 1961a:23). This envelope is, in fact, made
up of a series of points, which can be defined precisely as coordinates in the
Cartesian order40, and the tensions created between them (Figure 2.3).
...The camera pans across the glass-wall of the emptied reading room. Turning all the way
around to face the other end of the room, it passes by large window cases, chairs that are
neatly grouped in fours right in front of the windows, a group of musicians, and
silhouettes of two women. As the camera stops and focuses on the empty centre-space of
the hall, all of a sudden four women emerge at once from different directions...
                                                          
39 This section of the study, along with the section in which Muurwerk is analysed, has direct annotations to
Iain Borden's "Body Architecture: Skateboarding and the creation of super-architectural space" (1998b).
40 In the Cartesian system, which relates to the notion of the co-ordinate grid, each object occupies a
position in space defined by a set of coordinates on x, y, and z axes. Such a space is continuous and
infinitely divisible (Peat 1996).
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Figure 2.3. “The laws of abstract space” vs. “the laws of organic man”
In contrasting the mechanically and rationally determined nature of mathematically constructed principles
with the organic and emotional impulses of the human nature, Schlemmer arrives at Man as Dancer:
“Invisibly involved with all these laws is Man as Dancer (Tanzermensch). He obeys the law of the body as
well as the law of space; he follows his sense of himself as well as his sense of embracing space”
(Schlemmer 1961a:25).
In Hoppla, we are exposed to the partial sight of a reading-room at a library. The
hall is stripped of its regular occupants, i.e., tables, chairs, bookshelves, and
circulation counters. If the musicians, the performers, and the chair piles on
the left are disregarded, it can be said that the room consists of almost all
surfaces, but no articulated volumes. Thus, the cubical architecture of the room
does not seem to be instructive in terms of how to "be" in that space. Emptied of
its ideological content or function, the room is only there as a structural set of
invisible planimetric and stereometric relationships, as in Schlemmer's cubical
(Figure 2.4).
Figure 2.4. Hoppla, by A. T. Keersmaeker
The pace of De Keersmaeker's general choreographic style could easily be traced
in this quartet where four women, as they move, create two and three-
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dimensional geometric constellations that constantly change shape and pattern.
Her continuous patterning for the quartet is virtuositically executed.
As a needed relief, there are moments when the dancers seem to
find a new energy, and take subtle delight in their virtuosity and in
their sense of community among themselves. A dancer can move
out from the group's synchronization, establish her own identity
through idiosyncratic gestures, and then return to the ongoing
movement phrase without losing the overall unity (Genter
1999:85).
Other "signature" features that the piece shares with other De Keersmaeker
works, most remarkably with Rosas danst Rosas, can be listed as: quick urgent
gestures alternating with long, sustained movements; an imagery that suggests
women who are weary and beaten down; compulsively repeated gestures
including a hand running through the hair, arms and hands clenched tightly
around the abdomen, clothing being adjusted, arms flung, and the neck wrung
to the furthest extent physically possible.
These women's engagement with the reading-room is a run-across its terrain,
with temporary settlings and encounters with the spatial tensions that make up
the volume of its space. For them, the hall is the hardware the history of which
they re-inscribe. In this sense, the architecture of the reading room is a set of
spatial forces and extensions. The emphasis given to the volume of the room is
apparent from the unusual emptiness of the hall. Not approaching the room
with its real character, and seeing it as a collection of spatial tensions, they
seem to do little or nothing to analyse the processes, which form that space.
Instead, the phenomenal procedures of their borrowing rely entirely on rather
implicit spatial relations and extensions, treating the room's empty volume,
vertical and horizontal surfaces, lines and object-points as the physical ground
on which to operate.
Yet within their failure to develop an analytical look lies a profound critique of a
number of gender and social issues.
Capitalism has replaced the city as oeuvre—the unintentional and
collective work of art, richly significant yet embedded in everyday
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life—with "repetitive spaces," "repetitive gestures" and standardized
things of all kinds to be exchanged and reproduced, differentiated
only by money. (Borden 1998a)
Hoppla, however, at once accepts and denies this presentation of architectural
space as collections of repetitive things, surprisingly enough, with its
compulsively repetitive movement sets. Here, unlike Muurwerk, repetition does
not result in a mechanical look, but instead, strengthens the perception of the
spatial relationships constructed through the performance of the body. It is the
becoming meaningful of something arbitrary through repetition. Normally, all
possibilities summing up to the network of spatial relationships are somehow
unified, and rendered the same, through the Cartesian order. These forces are
there without anyone noticing or actually being subjected to them. But as they
are repetitively engaged with, they become meaningful. Certain relations come
forth and compress others into background in this unified field. For instance,
the horizontal tension between the right and left side of the room is the
backbone of the third sub-section of the piece.
Thus, in Hoppla, the body accepts the Cartesian order of space, on the one
hand, by focusing purely on the phenomenal characteristics of architecture, on
its compositions of lines, surfaces and textures as accessible to the performer.
Here, the "felt volume" of the reading-room is undoubtedly a thing to
structurally borrow bits and pieces. On the other hand, it is also through this
very focus on the phenomenal that a change is made. It is what the body
"makes of it".
Setting boundaries as they move in linear and planar configurations, or creating
volumes as they stand on the corners of an imaginary square, these four bodies
are formally restructuring the space in which they activate. They move parallel
to or right along the grid-pattern of the floor-tiles, skip, bend, turn, drop to the
floor, blend into the wall in line (but only to rush away in a cubic cluster), break
into groups in synchronised or in-canon movement sets, repeat combinations to
accentuate a rhythm that is—at times—accompanied by stamps on the floor
and so on (Figure 2.5). In the meantime, the viewer's imagination is asked to fill
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in the extensions implied by their movements in order to recognise the planar
and volumetric relationships. The role of the virtuosic synchronisation in which
they perform cannot be denied in identifying such relationships at ease, bowing
at principles of Gestalt. During all these, they are entirely indifferent to the
function or ideological content of the space they occupy. They are therefore no
longer even concerned with its presence as a room, as a composition of spaces
and materials logically disposed to create a coherent and ordered architectural
entity.
Figure 2.5. Hoppla, by Anne Teresa de Keersmaeker
By focusing only on the spatial forces filling in the room, the dancers deny
architecture's existence as a discrete three-dimensional indivisible thing,
knowable only as a totality. Instead, they treat it as a set of relations isolated
from each other. Where architects' considerations of building "users" imply a
quantification of the body subordinate to space and design, these four women's
performative bodies have the ability to deal with a given set of pre-determined
circumstances and to extract what they want, discarding the rest. Hoppla
reproduces architecture in its own measure, re-editing it as a series of
connections.
...as these women move off the walls, against which they were leaning only an instant
ago, it is as if they are four 'column Ionica's41 or caryatids built into the wall that come
                                                          
41 With respect to the relation between the architectural body and the human body, two major principles
seem to dominate the history of architectural theory: one is theomorphism, and the other,
anthropomorphism. Suggesting that God's body be the archetype of architecture, the first view, in fact,
gives direct reference to the latter in that God's body is already imagined from the human body, which is the
fundamental asset of the anthropometric view that utilises the human body as its prototype. The mutual
reference is valid although there is clear shift in focus between the two models: the first concentrates on a
body that is embedded in the cosmological order, and the second chooses a body placed at the centre of
Cartesian space as its subject (Isozaki and Asada 1997:39).
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alive and start wandering about the space they happen to bound, "stepping into the space
of mortality"...
 Architecture (following here Lefebvre's body-centric formulations) "reproduces
itself within those who use the space in question, within their lived experience".
This occurs in Hoppla through architecture being encountered in relation to
alignment, tactility, transition, slipperiness, possibilities of sitting on the floor,
damage to body from a fall, angle and verticality, sequencing, sudden drop-and-
rises off the floor, the sounds of boots sliding and stamping and so on. The
architecture of the reading-room is only partially used-the "enclosed space" for
the four women is only an extracted edit of its total existence. Eventually, a
totally new history and spatial identity is inscribed by these bodies, which mark
space in accordance with their choices of positioning, orienting, direction and
levelling.
                                                                                                                                                                            
Beginning in classicism and persisting through modernism, the theo-anthropomorphic view can be
exemplified with reference to the studies of a number of well-known practitioners and theoreticians.
Vitruvian-man that has pre-occupied a number of Renaissance architects (Vitruvius 1960), Alberti's
modelling of the human body as a system of architectural syntactic rules, Filarete's concept of "building as a
living man" (Aytaç-Dural 1999), Francesco di Giorgio's centrally planned church designs (Wittkower
1988), Cesare Cesariano's proportional studies as a tribute to the Vitruvian figure (Meiss 1989), Luca
Pacioli's De Divina Proportione, Francesco Zorzi's homo ad circulum, ergonomic studies of the 20th
century (Kruft nd.), and Le Corbusier's Modulor (Le Corbusier 1954) are among the most known examples,
to mention a few.
The analogy to the form and proportions of the human body is not limited with whole buildings or town-
plans, but extends into certain architectural elements. The best known example is the three classical orders
of antiquity that define the characteristics of three different column types; those of Doric, Ionic, and
Corinthian. Later expanded in order to include Tuscan and Composite types, these orders constitute the very
basics of the architectural vocabulary. Doric column is depicted as representative of the male body (evoking
strength, solidity and virile beauty) while Corinthian and Ionic (more slender and graceful, decorated with a
capital reminiscent of a head of curly hair) are considered as analogues of the female, although the latter is
more ambiguous (Meiss 1989). It is also possible to find examples that replace the columns with actual
human figures as in the case of caryatids of ancient Greek temples. Robert Yudell calls attention to
caryatids' expression of their potential for movement with raised knee, as if they are ready to step into the
space of mortality (Yudell 1977:57).
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3. BODYSPACE
Once bodySPACE and BODYspace type of relationships are defined with
reference to which one out of the body-space pair establishes itself by claiming a
relative autonomy against the other, I believe now it is going to be easier to
conceptualise the other two categories, namely BODYSPACE and bodyspace. My
position here is just to map the major and varying conceptions of BodySpace
neither by acting as a referee nor an advocate of a certain view. So, I am not
setting one relation type as being advantageous in comparison to another. My
intention is to explore the possibilities, by travelling through the territories of
different categories, which may lead us to an understanding of body-space
relationship, that is more "adequate" in considering the complexity of the
interaction in-between.
With that in mind, then, if the first two are to be placed at the two opposing
ends of a continuum, where one extreme is marked by the category of
BODYspace and the other by bodySPACE, the following two types emerge and
extend from the overlapping points of the two realms. In other words, if the
realm of BODYspace is marked by the body that is independent of space and
that projects itself onto the surrounding space, whereas the realm of
bodySPACE is marked by a body that is dependent on space and that
internalises the external spatial stimuli impinged upon it; then, the points of
intersection between these two realms constitute a line that is projected towards
both directions from the centre point of the BODYspace-bodySPACE continuum.
Itself constituting another continuum, this line has one of its ends marked by
the category of BODYSPACE, and the other by bodyspace.
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What signified BODYspace type of a relationship was a body that turned into a
spatial element by way of not approaching a space in its totality and suggesting
"other" ways of assemblages among its constituting elements. In contrast, the
autonomous figure was that of space in the category of bodySPACE in that it
was a spatial construct, which turned into a body itself and transformed,
fragmented or re-structured the body, even to the point of abolishing it off the
stage/performance space. In BODYSPACE, then, we have two autonomous
figures, body and space, that cooperate in such a way that neither one of the
two enforces any a priori domination of one over the other.
It is therefore a relationship in which space is not conceived and
established as a construct which, in its very essence, demands its
own body; a relationship in which the body does not attempt to
imitate the activation of the prime mover, which draws spatial
relations with its own kinetic relationships. (Kunst 1995)
What takes place instead is that they cooperate, touching each other at a level
of physical co-existence. Such cooperation, in one way or another, relies
completely on actual, physical contact that takes place between body and
physical elements establishing the performance space. Thus, BODYSPACE is a
type of relationship in which the principles of Contact can be observed at an
ultimate level: flow into the other while establishing the boundaries of the self at
the same time, co-dependency while preserving independency and autonomy, a
state of homeostasis that points at a dynamic stability and balance,
simultaneity in motivating each other's movements made possible by permeable
boundaries, and so on.
The nature of the two-way relationship (in the conception of BodySpace) and the
evolutionary cycle (that initiates from one and reflects itself from the other) have
already been, and will be, articulated in several occasions throughout the text.
However, once having seen the techniques that are employed by space and the
body in attaining autonomy, the premise of absolute autonomy of both sounds
paradoxical. In the end, it is a space that rejects being merely a background,
and turns into a constructed setting, which reflects the other components of the
performance, that is observed in bodySPACE. Within this new autonomous
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world, the body is conceived as an entity with surface qualities that is marked,
transformed and fragmented; somewhat alienated. In contrast, although not
closing itself to external spatial stimuli, it is a body, or rather the subject, which
defines the status and form of spatial relations through projection, that is
observed in BODYspace. Going back to the paradox of the frontier, how is it
going to be possible to speak of merging together of these two (relative) extremes
where both seem to violate each other's authorities within their own territory,
i.e., body violating space in BODYspace, and the reverse in bodySPACE?
In other words, how is it going to be possible for the body to move through a
space that does not allow this motion because of the very nature of the
movement? The true autonomy of physical space always demands a certain
adjustment from the body, which, by means of its mobility, has the ability to
shape itself with regard to the surrounding environment. In contrast, full
autonomy of the body is still valid even if it is confronting and coexisting with
an autonomous space, since the concretized co-existence with a space which is
an equal is the only way the body may be able to establish itself. Being limited
in terms of not being able to go through a concrete spatial element is already
within the everyday experiential limitations of the body. Thus, a search for
symmetry in the compromises from both sides would be pointless regarding the
difference in nature42. This is not to defend an essentialist point of view, which
reduces space into a nucleus. However, when considered in relation to each
other, it is the body's organic openness to spatial completion that allows me to
conduct a categorisation in four different directions as they are outlined
throughout the study at the first place.
BODYSPACE type of a physical relationship, then, is an affirmative type of
relationship where the body establishes itself through its confrontation with
space, which can hardly be perceived as just a practical/functional
                                                          
42 "There are two occupations of architecture: the activities of the architect and the actions of the user. The
architect and the user both produce architecture-the former by design, the latter by use. But the terms
'architect' and 'user' are not mutually exclusive: they exist within each other. Just as the architect is a user as
well as a creator, the user can be an (illegal) architect, occupying and making architecture through both use
and design" (Hill 1998:6).
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architectural device. It is a concept "within which space conceptualises and
forms movement, while on the other hand, it is only the body, through its
physical devotion and power, which actually defines it as a physical space"
(Kunst 1995). This type of a relationship, as stated before, relies on actual,
physical, concrete contact taking place between body and space. It is the
concretisation of the motto "there is no space without motion and no motion
without space". There are several examples of physical theatre that base their
aesthetic approaches to stage-space on BODYSPACE type of relationship,
seeking sources of motivation for movement in real, rather than abstract, space.
For instance, in one of the scenes in Dead Dreams of Monochrome Men by Lloyd
Newson and DV8 Physical Theatre, the space of the performers is limited and
determined by a background wall. As well as establishing a condition of
limitation, obstacle or out-of-reachness, this wall also functions as a conceptual
element: if it was not there, none of the bodies charging against the wall,
climbing up each other, hanging from it and bouncing off its surface would be
present. Hence, these conditions are not the result of the wall's standing up as
a practical, formal obstacle with which a jumping and charging relationship
needs to be established. Instead, these conditions are the only possible
conditions for the body to physically and autonomously realise itself. It is only
when the body is faced with such a concrete spatial constant, which, by
definition, intervenes and thrusts itself into the movement of the body, that the
body finds affirmation and is able to establish itself.
The positioning of the continuum of BODYSPACE vs. bodyspace at the midpoint
of the continuum between the body-centric space of BODYspace and the space-
centric body of bodySPACE is not a coincidence. At its extremes, as in Popper's
Cry, BODYspace is marked by a body that totally denies the existence of space;
but in its milder examples, the body never loses its connection with space even
if only at a level of relating with its felt volume, as in De Keersmaeker's Hoppla.
The reverse is true for the opposite side, in that there is a total abolition of the
body at the extremes of bodySPACE in the Mechanized Eccentric of Moholy-
Nagy; however, as moved away from this end towards the middle, it is always
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possible to see examples like Magnanimous Cuckold, where the body is not
totally demolished, but demanded new ways of operation. As can be realised,
when moved away from both extremes towards the midpoint, what is suggested
is a more balanced relationship either in positive or negative terms. This
chapter will be focus on choreographic instances that exemplify the positive
type of a balance, which relies on affirmation of both sides' autonomies by each
other, in terms of BODYSPACE. What I mean by negative balance, I will be
explaining in the next chapter. In order to map the conceptualisation of
BODYSPACE as a category, I will make use of (more than) a site-specific piece
by Roxane Huilmand, Muurwerk, and the formation of DV8 Physical Theatre
directed by Lloyd Newson in trying to reveal the promises "their space" hold for
"full engagement". All of these instances give reference to a body that does not
stand in the middle of nowhere, but instead is constantly involved with its
surrounding: shaping, and being shaped by, it. The body as such is, obviously,
an organism that is related to other bodies (be it corporeal or spatial), as it is
part or an element of the physical environment, which it experiences and re-
constructs.
3.1. Muurwerk by Roxane Huilmand
"I had arrived at Brussells in the very early hours of the morning,
and it felt like the darkest city I had ever been in my life...nothing
else, but this was the darkest city I had ever been.  So, here it
is..." (Barlas et.al. 2000)43.
For centuries, performances have been associated with stage-spaces, mostly in
the form of a proscenium arch, which might turn into a spectacle themselves at
times. But, especially in the second half of the 20th century, the dancing body
has moved out to the city in order to seek new ways of inhabiting the modern
world. This is done for practical reasons at times, and for aesthetic or political
preferences at others. Those that follow the latter mostly utilise totalitarian
                                                          
43 All the italicised insertions within this section are extracted from a focus-group study, which resulted in a
deconstructive reading of Muurwerk as a choreographic instance.
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spaces of public institutions as their hosts, in an attempt to conquer the
structures they are willing to break apart from inside44.
...we are on the side streets of Brussels, back in 1986. The dark, corridor-like,
uninhabited look, typical of Brussels, of the streets is somewhat alien, disturbing,
uncanny. The perspective gives us the impression that we are looking into one of
Sebastian Serlio's drawings of scene types in classical theatre, that of tragedy45. A very
strong sense of enclosure... A woman enters the camera-frame as if she just walked by
us. Keeps on walking until, at one point, she suddenly stops and leans against one of the
buildings in horror as if she is irritated by the unfamiliar electric in the air...
Mostly representative of a resistance-point against the state of society, these
performances suggest alternative modes of living outside of societal restrictions
while being simultaneously within its very heart. For this reason, it is possible
to observe a number of examples that are performed or recorded in public
spaces such as hospitals, dormitories, prison-cells, schools, cityscapes, streets,
on the sides of commercial buildings and so on. Their representational mode is
not that of writing, drawing or theorising, but of performing—speaking their
meanings and critiques of the city through their actions46. Here in the
movement of the body across architectural space, and in its direct interaction
with the modern architecture of the city, lies the central critique of these
performances—a rejection both of the values and of the spatio-temporal modes
of living in the contemporary capitalist city.
                                                          
44 "When the typology of an eighteenth-century prison is turned into a twentieth-century city hall, the shift
inevitably suggests a critical statement about institutions. When an industrial loft in Manhattan is turned
into a residence, a similar shift occurs, a shift that is undoubtedly less dramatic" (Tschumi 1994a:129-130).
45 "The architectural historian Tony Vidler has proposed that we read architecture in terms of three 'scenes'
of classical theatre. The first scene is that of tragedy. It is where important stories are told in a setting of
classical architecture. They always end in death, as the immutable laws triumph over human frailty. The
second scene is the one we make every day. It is a comic scene, where the vagaries of daily life confront us
with ourselves....Its forms are those of the vernacular. The third scene is more difficult to describe. It is the
scene of myth, of stories of which you do not know whether they are true or not, where the everyday and
the miraculous mix. It takes place in a mixture of the man-made and the natural, the real and the imagined"
(Betsky 1997:24-25). Betsky refers to Serlio's scenes in aligning his definitions of "queer space" with the
third scene, that of the satyric.
46 In his discussion of "appropriation," which he defines as a spatial practice in which nature has been
modified in order to satisfy and expand human needs and possibilities, Lefebvre writes: "Appropriation
should not be confused with a practice which is closely related to it but still distinct, namely 'diversion'
(detournement)"…An existing space may outlive its original purpose and the raison d'etre which
determines its forms, functions and structures; it may thus in a sense become vacant, and susceptible of
being diverted, reappropriated and put to use quite different from its initial one.
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...When she rolled, and then hit the sidewalk...that reminded me of a line by Ismet Ozel.
That "I, willing to be one with the asphalt"...plus, the Brussels morning I had talked about
at the beginning.  This is just that type of a city...and, I want to be one with the asphalt,
too. But, nothing else... Asphalt is also something that could be the reminder of the idea of
modernity; and, this could only be the product of such modernist thinking...
Cities and buildings provide for our every living moment. Within
them we dwell, work, take pleasure; cities are our spatial world.
But too often we are purely passive users of these everyday spaces
and structures, adapting our activities and movements to that
which has already been designed. Through direct instructions
(keep left, don't walk, no cyclists) or indirect conventions (this is
the living room, the bathroom, here is where you sleep) we are
informed as to what activities should take place in what spaces.
And too often we do exactly what we are told. (Borden 1996:84)
Muurwerk, a site-specific piece choreographed by Roxane Huilmand, offers us
more: the potential to do much more with our bodies than walking and driving,
and to experience urban spaces other than by working and shopping. Through a
journey of her getting acquainted with the unfamiliar lying behind the familiar,
the soloist female performer of Muurwerk actively produces her own city
experience, in the meantime being produced by it47.
...In the piece, there is an apparent use of variations on the XY, YZ, and XZ planes of the
UCSs; and she was also supplementing this with the use of architectural elements.  The
uncovering of a potential which is specific to the inter-relations that architectural elements
possess, and an attempt to define a narrative, which could be formed in the light of these
relations... That is what I could call it. Especially towards the end, for example, she takes
a window case, a niche, and the pavement, and forms some sort of an organisation
utilising the three, in her brain...and begins to dance...
In Muurwerk, the female figure engages with the city-space, as in Hoppla, by
way of temporarily relating with a series of diverse spaces and elements: the
ground, electric poles, pavements, the sidewalk, the walls, window cases, doors
and so on. However, the type of the spatial force that defines her manner of
relating with these elements is not visual, but physical. That is meant to say,
she gets in actual physical contact with the micro-spaces with which she relates
                                                          
47 "The city presents itself as a fragmentary text escaping the order of things and of language, a text to be
'exploded,' taken in pieces, in fragments, to be further decomposed in so many possible texts....[it] is the
social scene where woman can publicly express her struggle. She was/is not accepted in the institutions of
power, she is dispossessed (of her body) and is with the dispossessed. The public place is a no-man's-land
ready to be appropriated. The scene of the city, of the street, of the public place, is that of the dispossessed;
it is there where she is 'at home'" (Agrest 1993:368).
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(Figure 3.1). Instead of approaching the architecture of the street with its "real"
character, she develops a strategy of looking into the street-space as a collection
of structural objects. Relying on the objectival nature of the street, she treats its
empty volume, solids and voids as the physical ground on which to operate.
...There are dualities everywhere, and it is as if the piece is a search for the third way in
between. At first, I also wondered whether there was something else that was giving her
momentum to move. Whether the piece itself was based on an assumption of an Other.
Her movements are like oscillations between two points, too. There is a certain degree of
tension that is constantly confronted...
Figure 3.1. Muurwerk, by R. Huilmand
...There is a variation of some sort...there is rhythm, yes. A series of movements that are
repeated...constant repetition. At points, these repetitions are subject to variation; and,
then, we are back to the emotional mood that is led by the uncanny feeling that is
communicated...
Muurwerk's appropriation of repetition is almost in the same manner as of
Hoppla, only suggesting a different narrative. As the body of Muurwerk begins
totally dependent on physical space at the first place, it can be said that this
situation turns into its reverse throughout the piece. At the beginning, then, her
postural stance and mechanisms of coping with her centre of weight are directly
related and formed by her physical engagement with the space. Whereas, at the
end, she becomes able to detach herself from the physical environment and
move freely within the volume of the street-space although still being subject to
spatial tensions and positions. Thus, she is closer to appropriating bodySPACE
type of relationship at the beginning of the piece, where her movements are
dictated by the site, and moves towards BODYspace type of relationship at the
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end, where she is able to move detached from her physical surrounding, re-
structuring it. Repetition within this process is her "safety net" since she is in
constant experimentation with the physical limits of her body, always pushing
them a bit further. In order to be able to change something, i.e., increase the
force and scale of movement, however, she keeps certain things constant
(routes, the stop points...), utilising them as reference points. Therefore, these
repeated constants turn into linkage points that let us conceive the body as a
performative architectural element, constantly in move.
...It is as if the piece was about the journey any individual could have been through while
trying to actualise his/her own self, to define that self.  To me, there is one thing
necessary in order for such a process, a process starting off with zero reference and
ending in self-recognition, to take place: the splitting of the self from the rest...from
anything other...
Establishing boundaries and testing limits as she moves in contact with the
spatial elements making up the street, she formally restructures the space in
which she activates, while at the same time being re-constructed by it. She
crashes into the wall, experiencing the verticality of the wall and her inability to
climb it up; hits the sidewalk, realising that her front ends at the sidewalk;
pulls herself together to hit again, checking out whether she "really" ends at the
sidewalk; drops down on the ground and rolls up with a spiral, practicing her
vertical movements on the horizontal plane and so on. By experimenting with
fragments of the physical surrounding in relation to fragments of her own body,
she collects information and experience about the nature of each fragment,
"working them out" and building her body (Figure 3.2).
...We are creatures that are dependent on the horizontal. But she questions the possibility
of moving on the vertical. So, there is axis-dependent movement. For example, all these
movements she practices on the ground are like the rehearsals of what is going take place
on the vertical. They all looked very much symmetrical to what she has been dealing with
through the use of the vertical planes at the beginning.  Remember where she attempts to
climb the wall?
The presentation of the piece in a film-format also detaches the viewer from the
context as the result of the use of camera space. The volume of the street space
is translated into a two-dimensional language that consists of fragmentary
images. Eventually, she fixes these fragments into a whole one bit at a time. The
only way to catch up with the context is through constructing a continuity of
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movement48. Each iteration, each repetition is one more step in the construction
of the body and the space.
Figure 3.2.  Muurwerk, by Roxane Huilmand
She engages with a particular micro-space, i.e. the corner, then, she goes onto
the window case, and the neighbouring doorway, which asks the viewer's
imagination to fill in what is in-between suggesting a certain structure for the
space being experienced. However, what is unravelled, most of the time, does
not reflect the actual structuring of the space.
...At the beginning, there was this woman...very shy, horrified, and totally undecided
within that uncertainty, knowing nothing. But, the uncertainty she was confronted with
was the uncertainty of both the place, and her own self.  She neither was in acquaintance
with her own body nor the place...totally unfamiliar.  But this unfamiliarity was one...
Giving birth to a new architecture through her direct experience of it, the female
figure in Muurwerk makes use of a series of assembling procedures that
magnify certain characteristics of the street-space in comparison to others.
Alignment, tactility, transition, boundaries, possibilities of falling on the floor,
damage to body from a fall, angle and verticality, sequencing, sudden drop-and-
rises off the floor, the sounds of booths sliding and stamping are only a few
among the others to name. Through these engagements, only an extracted edit
of the total existence of the street is used. Towards this end, marking space in
accordance with her own choices of contact, engagement, and positioning, the
body inscribes a totally new history and spatial identity.
                                                          
48 A strategy of eye-going-with-the-head; for a reminder, check with the section "Cry, by Michael Popper".
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...That is how I also fit this whole piece into a learning process as well. A concretised
learning process...In order to actualise your own existence, the method you could use is
defining the limits. This is what she does. Within that place, I mean...crashing into the
wall, hitting the sidewalk, pulling yourself back together...the first hit on the sidewalk,
and the full stop she takes there...I think that is exactly where she begins to find out
about her limits. Then, she looks for references: her hair, for instance. The movement of
her hair began to motivate her movements, just as the physical space did at the
beginning. As she began to locate those references in space, she began to control. I mean,
she began to control her own movements, and also the space. The first sign of that is her
hand going through her hair, I think. She didn't let it motivate her. As there is an increase
in the level of control, and as you realise that you are able to control, you begin to
manipulate, which equals that you begin willing to make alterations on the references you
have. There is what is called the self and environment relationship here. In order to make
alterations on the references in your environment, you need to be able to locate and
position your self within that environment so that you know what to change...
For example, the drawback on the wall is not any drawback, but a specific
micro-space that has been marked by her at the beginning of the piece. The
same applies to the window-case, the pavement and the doorway, each marking
the specific conditions of other movement sets. Throughout the piece, the
performer for differing reasons of appropriation visits each zone, which is
marked by one of these “objects”. Taking these micro-spaces as landmarks, she
re-composes space by making use of the tensions that are created among these
landmarks, and that are filling in the volume of the street.
...Well...this is like a chain: increase in the control, equals realisation of the ability to
manipulate, equals altering the references, equals positioning self within the environment
in order to know what to change.  That is when she started that type of a splitting
process; where she began to move detached from the environment, from physical space,
whereas she was always leaning against or touching at it right from the beginning.  Later,
she began to watch her foot move.  As if it was something separate from her own
body...an object.  Which corresponds to another stage in the process of self-awareness.
There is a serious disassociation at that point where she treats her foot as if it was
separate.  This is the second point she could have gotten to.
Then, you need to redefine your references where you need to separate the self and the
environment. This is where she began to move detached from the environment, relying on
her own axis, linking to your point. There, she was still in touch with the walls, for
instance, but in a totally different manner...they were not part of the same whole any
more...nor was the wall an extension of her own body. However, in order for such
differentiation to take place, you need to keep at least one variable constant.  So that you
know what changes, and how...
Similarly, once she finishes her route in the actual physical contact with a
number of micro-spaces and objects, going back to these objects for a second or
third time is not only a geometrical positioning of oneself in space but a recall of
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the first position. Through the second and third visits, the movement pattern
either is transformed, as she gains confidence and pushes further into her
body's physical boundaries, or changes effort quality, as there is an increase in
the scale and force of the movement—in either case, a different narrative may be
traced.
...What did she do there? She went through the whole sequence she had from the
beginning.  Same route, but different manner in movement...she needed to make some
variation in order to differentiate so she changed her style of movement and separated
herself from the wall. But she kept the road...the route.  This is like information processing
in space. Going back to the familiarisation process she has been through by making use of
differentiation and separation, this is where you are able to control...as you are more in
control, you are more free...both in movement, and in emotion.  This causes you to wonder
how far you can go, where your limits exactly are.  This was also accompanied by music
in the piece where the tension was raised.  She was speeding up, with the crescendo you
were talking about...but the same repetitions, same movement sequences, only with
greater effort, making use of much more room in space.  At that point, she somewhat has
an idea of the "I", but what are the limits of that "I"?
What ties these elements together is neither compositional, structural, servicing
or functional logic, but the entirely separate logic composed from the body's
rapid movement from one architectural element to another49. Such "strategies
embracing architecture" select what in design/architectural terms are a
discontinuous series of surfaces, lines and boundaries, but which in
Muurwerk's space-time become a series of encounters and engagements
between shoes, clothing, body and terrain.
...These buildings are somewhat indicators of a way out of here. They are only two stories
high, or close. Especially when the camera pulls back, we could see the top of the
buildings. If the scene was covered with skyscrapers, the way out was going to be much
harder. Plus, the doors, again...so, the piece itself bears the possibility of getting out of
here, or a possibility of emancipation...
This body resists the stabilisation and repetition of architectural space as a
serial production of architectural types, functions and discrete objects. It de-
centres the elements that shape the architecture of the city-space in time and
space in order to recompose them as a strung-out yet newly synchronous
                                                          
49 In explaining queer culture's reappropriation of the city-space for reasons other than use and function, but
rather for pleasure, Betsky states that: "Confronted by their own mortality, they brought the body back into
play, making us aware of the machinery, morals, myths, limits, and potentials of a body that could be built,
wasted and explored" (1997:14).
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arrangement. Thus, Muurwerk suggests that a street—which may be conceived
as a comprehensive linear volume, which is defined by two series of buildings in
line—can be thought of as series of micro-spaces. Consequently, architecture is
seen to lie beyond the province of the architect and is thrown instead into the
turbulent nexus of reproduction50.
The man on the avenue is the architect of the future. [. . .] There
are now no formalized plans. Invent your own life. (Borden 1998a)
Through such compositions, Muurwerk brings back the dream, imaginary and
"poetic being", pointing towards the resurrection of the architectural not as a
product, but as a way of living. It is, at one level, an aesthetic rather than
ethical practice using the "former" at its disposal to create an alternative reality.
The female body at work in Muurwerk analyses the architecture of the street not
for historical, symbolic or authorial content but for how surfaces, volumes and
other "objects" present themselves as relate-able elements. Architecture for her
becomes "the tourist's postcard where various architectural [elements] are
compressed into an irrational (in time and space) view, except the editing tool
here is not the eye, camera or tourist coach [but the body in movement]"
(Borden 1998a).
It is important to note that the type of re-structuring of space observed in
Hoppla is very much like the one that will be observed during the analysis of
Muurwerk. Therefore, it would be much preferable to consider these
choreographies together, in a comparative manner. For instance, the very same
focusing on the phenomenal characteristics of architecture is the basis of
Muurwerk's re-constructing of the street-space. However, there is a shift in what
is extracted out of the architecture of the space in question. Hoppla
concentrates on the spatial forces in the visual field to be able to relate with
them, and re-play them, perhaps following different routes. Whereas, Muurwerk
focuses on getting in actual physical contact with the architectural elements
                                                          
50 "Someone talks to you, caresses your back, while you listen to the phone, read the fax and peer out of the
window. Architecture is experienced collectively and individually, each facet of a person reacting to a
building and other people in distinct and maybe conflicting ways" (Hill 1998:6).
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making up the street space; thus, it is a rather more tactile experience of
positioning oneself in space.
3.2. DV8 Physical Theatre, directed by Lloyd
Newson
"We owe it to the community to ensure this sort of thing is not
encouraged. We have to protect the public". (Ken Blanchard, Tory
Councillor on DV8's homepage)
...Lloyd Newson's work since 1986 as the director of DV8 Physical Theatre has had a
dynamic impact on contemporary dance by challenging the traditional aesthetics and
forms which pervade most modern and classical dance. An important aspect of this
challenge is his personal rejection of abstraction in dance with his concentration on
connecting meaning to movement and in addressing current social issues...
Striking and "violent" as they may be, the images provoked by the number of
stage and video productions by DV8 Physical Theatre are subject to both
appraisal and dislike from the audience51. My Sex, Our Dance portrays two men,
engaging in a gymnastic duet with the quality of repetitive workshop exercises
and improvisations, who bleed, sweat, and tear, at times in thorough fear and
exhaustion flickering across their faces with no time to act or fake it. Dead
Dreams of Monochrome Men plays out scenes from a hard-core gay club and a
flat that belonged to the serial killer Dennis Nilsen who "lured his male victims
back to his flat before murdering them, plunged into a very dark and sadistic
side of homoeroticism and one that was threatened by death". Strange Fish ends
with a female figure in despair, climbing up the crucifix and kissing the half-
naked female Christ figure, sucking the breath out until this great symbol of
faith collapses. MSM returns to the subject of male sexuality, and deals
specifically with "cottaging", the activity of men picking up men for sex in public
                                                          
51 From the series "Advertisements for Architecture" by Tschumi: "To really appreciate architecture, you
might even need to commit a murder"; "Sensuality has been known to overcome even the most rational of
buildings"; "The most architectural thing about this building is the state of decay in which it is"... (Yazgan
1996:24-32).
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lavatories. Enter Achilles dives further into the subject, picturing men in an
English pub with all the possibility of violence hidden behind their silence,
questioning how oppressive they could/have become against themselves and
the "other" (be it female or not-enough-male).
But these images, provocative as they are, are not even part of Newson's
concerns, which are far-away from an attempt to evocate powerful, shocking
and upsetting images, though they mostly are. Instead, his questions circle
around whatever is personal, which he attaches great value in comparison to
making generalised statements about society as a whole52. For what is seen in
the video-reproductions is not a series of deconstructionist performances at
work; in spite of the fact that he has been working on a series of dichotomies,
dancer and non-dancer, abstract and everyday movement, male and non-male,
amateur and professional, (and implicitly body and space)...and so on.
...I only create when I have something to say. DV8 is not a permanent company but one
that comes together when there is a need, a need that is artistically motivated rather than
commercially or administratively driven. The work is always about issues: things that
concern or affect my life at that given time. For this reason we do not repeat past
shows53...
The video-productions54 capture the short-life of each choreographic work. The
flickering light coming from the video-projector reminds one of the dynamic
nature of each piece that keeps changing with every new performer added to the
troupe and/or as a new time and place to perform comes up. Neither abstract
nor pantomimic, dance, or rather movement as Newson prefers to call it, no
longer strives to arrive at a formal kinetic alphabet or a language of the body,
but is contingent upon its context and meaning; i.e. social, spatial,
                                                          
52 "I really don't see a difference between what is personal and what is political, and therefore I prefer to
look at the individual's actions, responsibilities, and how they reflect on the large political, sociological,
psychological arena" (Newson in Butterworth and Clarke 1998:1).
53 All of the insertions that appear throughout this section of the text, unless noted otherwise, are composed
of Lloyd Newson's own statement about the company, their artistic policy and the productions themselves;
and are compiled from DV8's web-site (http://www.dv8.co.uk).
54 One out of many wordplay with the title of the company, DV8, points at "dance and video 8 camera".
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political...and so on55. Moving towards a naturalism carried to its extreme, the
driving force behind all of DV8 pieces is the Self as part of society with all of the
implications of the "situating" act: a very personal investigation that is at the
same time political. In Strange Fish, Dale copies Nigel who can't bear it that
someone wants to be like him. Use of a "simple" unison is not here defied to
convey an image of power or beauty, as it normally would be; it becomes the
roots of an anxiety arising from, and an inability to cope with, a "copy". The
idealised aesthetics of dance, we are reminded, is no more than a disciplinary
discourse and a search for "canonised" beauty, even at the cost of surrendered
individualities and personalities that are apparent in dancers' mimicking of the
choreographer or one another.
...I am constantly assessing the way that I work. Each new project brings a new
approach; partly out of necessity of what the subject matter dictates and partly because
of a reaction to the previous show...
I believe that revealing of the way in which Lloyd Newson and DV8 produce
choreographic pieces, the way they structure "their space", articulated in a
series of statements by Newson himself along with the company's artistic policy,
promises a wider horizon than simply running into an analysis of one of their
productions. That is why, for explaining their relation to the promises of mutual
interdependency and autonomy (in a number of occasions that extend the
beyond the relation between body and space) as an underlying premise of
BODYSPACE type of relationship, I will be concentrating on the company's
general framework and manner of production while providing examples from a
series of their choreographies, instead of concentrating on one single
production. This is also partly because it would not make much sense to
formally analyse the use of body and space in these works without placing them
within an ideological and political agenda. In fact, this happens to be a very
crucial point in many of the choreographies under analysis; however, Newson's
                                                          
55 "According to Tschumi a lot of attitudes have been developed which gave preference to the conceptual,
or dematerialized part of architecture with its typological and morphological variations (realm of concepts)
or to its social praxis part (realm of experience). The former has led architects to achieve the sensual
satisfaction that the making of material objects no longer provided. This tendency has found quite
significant number of contributors throughout architectural history. Avant-garde architects feel free to act
within the realm of concepts" (Yazgan 1996:14-15).
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extensive articulation of his protest against mainstream ideas demand from me
to do even more so.
...DV8 is fortunate in that it doesn't have to create regularly, to order. Dancers are chosen
according to their appropriateness to the given subject matter of each new project: there is
no obligation to keep employing the same dancers...
Before anything else, DV8 operates where a number of artists and performers
hold and share the possibility of "authoring" a piece56. Basically led by
Newson57, the company produces in collaboration with a number of artists (set
designers, filmmakers, lighting designers, trainers, musicians, writers, and so
on) and an ever changing cast. Strange Fish, for instance, was more of a mixed
media performance, which combined dance, theatre, and conceptual art, text,
music, costumes and comedy. But DV8 could also be said to dramatise the
tensions embedded in the body of the subject through dynamic equiposing of
movement, set, music and text. Indeed, Lloyd Newson, initially trained as a
psychologist, and his work consistently explore further the terrain shared by all
theatre, dance, and architecture in the encounter between the human body and
constructed spaces, rehearsing Bernard Tschumi's architecture of "the
interaction of space and events". Rejecting both fiction in literary theatre and
abstraction in avant-garde dance, Newson explores the physical reality of that
encounter between body, space and event. He seeks to make movement out of
the physical and aesthetic limitations of form-based-dance vocabulary:
...With regard to our physical language, I constantly try to encourage the performers to
find ways of moving that are personal to them—their own unique movement vocabulary.
Obviously I've been influenced by other dance forms but I'm not a purist-or stylist. We find
movement to express the meaning or idea we're presenting moment by moment, and if
movement can't do it and words or song can, then we'll use those...
Carrying a greater concern about dance that tries to connect with and talk
about real life, he sends performers out to cafes to observe behaviour and
                                                          
56 In a field, that is obsessed with ideal figures, uniform bodies and extended limbs to the outside of human
capabilities, a questioning as such leads to an attitude that disregards the autonomy of the body, movement,
and the choreographer; instead, inviting other components "to play".
57 "Newson's role in the company is much more than that of a traditional choreographer, because the work is
devised and collectively made. He sees himself as a stimulator, a facilitator, a teacher, but he also feels that
equally he is learning a great deal from others" (Butterworth and Clarke 1998:7-8).
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interact with it. Developing a physical language that is rooted in the
individuality (sex, habits, movement patterns, likes, dislikes...) of each
performer, Newson claims all the movement they develop to be stylised
naturalistic movement, with origins imbued with meaning and everyday.
In The Production of Space, Henri Lefebvre suggests that we should give
logical and epistemological precedence over highly articulated
languages with strict rules to those activities which mark the earth
leaving traces and organising gestures, and work as performed in
common. (1991:17)
"This is," says Nicholas Till, "perhaps, the essential object of theatrical
representation. For the real medium of theatre is not language but human
presence, and before even human presence...is the space of performance"
(1998:12).
Figure 3.3. Dead Dreams of Monochrome Men, by L. Newson
...Set design has become integral to our invention of movement. I am interested in
understanding movement in different spatial contexts. Similarly, Jack Thompson's work
as lighting designer is crucial in creating strong atmospheres and highlighting meaning
within scenes...
Constantly articulating the need for his dances to exist in a socio-cultural
context58—and when it comes to formulate this context into a physical
                                                          
58 "With contextual design...the design process is redirected from a fixed aim-the production of physical
form-to variable aims-the tailoring of design to explicitly, rather than implicitly, address user perception.
John Crisis Jones, referring to this transition, noted that what is needed in design is 'a change from the
specifying of geometry, physical form, to the making of a context, a situation'" (Mitchell 1993:87).
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language, utilising a fully-designed, non-decorative set59—Newson's becoming of
his own dramaturge, and writing a loose structure before the construction
period, "allowed the company to have sets built in advance, so that they could
live on the set and ensure that it was embodied as part of the performance"
(Butterworth and Clarke 1998:6).
This revised ontology of the theatrical event reveals more clearly
the overlap between theatre and those architectural discourses
which have formulated architecture's own relationship to the
human body60. (Till 1998:12-13).
...Because of the large scale of the piece, and because I wanted the set to be done well in
advance so that the dancers could be integrated into it and use it well, I had to work on it
before we actually worked on the movement. I had strong ideas about what I wanted, and
I worked with [set designer] Peter Davidson to achieve them...
Once having concentrated on the humane quality of each gesture carried onto
stage, the company has a clear departure from mainstream aestheticism in
dance. Being well aware of this difference61, Newson choses to portray a number
of characters that are vulnerably imperfect, employing the idea of risk in an
emotional and psychological sense as well physical. The productions thereby
eschew the illusion that is so essential to conventional dance forms, revealing
rather than concealing the difficulties of being human in all forms of
vulnerability. This also results in a careful situating of each movement-text in a
certain physical stage setting, revealing the social-animalness of the human
being with the performers' appropriation of the constructed set as their
motivation source for their movement. Though most of the pieces carry fictional
                                                          
59 All DV8 productions are situated in a designed-set of their own that is constructed on stage for each
performance.
60 Till speaks of Bauhaus architects such as Gropius, Schlemmer and Moholy-Nagy who used theatre as
means of exploring body-space relationship (1998:13). Likewise, Tschumi points to a series of architects,
from Bernini to Albert Speer, who employed theatrical spectacle to dramatise the interaction between
architectural space and human event (1994a).
61 ...reflected in the name of the company, DV8, which refers to the verb "to deviate". Newson rejects the
term "dance" in favour of "movement", of which "dance" refers to only one type. That is one of the reasons
why the company calls itself Physical Theatre in reflecting their search for physicality and theatricality in
movement. "This name implied a departure from accepted contemporary dance styles, did not rely on
traditional dance vocabulary, but on a more athletic physicality, contact and improvisation skills and body
language".
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characteristics and a surrealist touch that are apparent in their non-narrative
structure, placed right in the middle of an "existentialist" inquiry, the search for
beauty is more fragile and thereby all the more touching. One of the performers
in Strange Fish, who is in her sixties, embodies Newson's commitment to
working with the specificities of each performing body62 and his interest in
mature performers, how their lives are shown through movement and how their
bodies contain histories that say much more than technical ability63.
...Traditional notions of dance tend to have narrow definitions of what is considered
beautiful and acceptable, with people (dancers) striving towards the same constructed
ideal. The rigidity of the "perfect" image gives little room for individuality or reality...
By presenting the unfamiliar in the familiar and therefore lacking an outside,
the world of DV8 is resolutely unmetaphysical, confining human aspiration to
the exigencies of everyday possibility that are set in everyday environments
such as pubs, night-clubs, apartment flats and the like. Turning into hostile
hosts for pessimist atmospheres of loneliness and emptied-values, the
materiality of the physical world as pictured in their pieces is something with
which the body coincides and struggles with.
It needs to be lived in, and you need to allow...the body and the
architecture to interact on stage. (Newson in Butterworth and
Clarke 1998:6)
For instance, in one of the scenes in Dead Dreams of Monochrome Men, the
space of the performers is limited and determined by a background wall. As well
as establishing a condition of limitation, obstacle or out-of-reachness, this wall
also functions as a conceptual element: if it was not there, none of the bodies
charging against the wall, climbing up each other, hanging from it and
                                                          
62 "The bodies we have are easily treated by architects and others as bounded, passive, entities whose
primary...sensory mode is vision. The bodies we are are moving, changing, permeable and fluid....[they]
require different spatial and physical conditions depending upon the task or activity at hand, depending
upon characteristics of age, gender, size and culture, and depending upon the passage of time" (Franck
1998: 18).
63 "The danger you often have is with older dancers, some who are in their fifties and you say 'My god,
aren't they incredible'-and they are still trying to imitate younger people! I'm not interested in that. I want to
explore their qualities as people in their fifties, find out how they really move, how their bodies act, not
make them look like they're thirteen or nineteen or twentyfive".
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bouncing off its surface would be present. Hence, these conditions are not the
result of the wall's standing up as a practical, formal obstacle with which a
jumping and charging relationship needs to be established. Instead, these
conditions are the only possible conditions for the body to physically and
autonomously realise itself. Three men climb on top of each other and on the
side of the wall to experience the "summit" in grabbing a bar attached to the
wall only to lose it in seconds, sliding and falling off the wall's surface. It is only
when the body is faced with such a concrete spatial constant, which, by
definition, intervenes and thrusts itself into the movement of the body, that the
body finds affirmation and is able to establish itself in its struggle and suffering
from its relation to the physical space and the others64 (Figure 3.3). Some of the
movement and frozen poses are juxtaposed with fast and dangerous contact
work, furious outbursts, which show sensitive awareness of pace and timing.
All, elements of physical risk that has turned into a signature for the company.
...For me risk means trying something that is new, and therefore involves the possibility of
failure; it does not necessarily imply physical danger....In [Strange Fish] the risk became
"Can dance deal with complex emotional narrative: can it be funny: can comic-tragic
theatre be created through dance alone?"...
The reinvented physical world makes too many demands upon the performer's
attention65 (not only physically but emotionally as well); social niceties are
gratuitous in a world in which the beer in a pint-glass may turn into body-fluids
spread all over a rug to shape and soak one of the performers in Enter Achilles.
A football, one of the symbols of manhood, shapes the movements of another
performer into delicate curvatures and soft landings. In Strange Fish, a male-
female duet strikes the audience with their including of the wall literally as a
third partner in contact, as if the sequence was a trio:
                                                          
64 "When John Hejduk constructs useless machines in which there is no specific place for habitation,
movement, or socializing, we come face-to-face with an at times impossible architecture of inorganic
bodies in a time of economic schizophrenia. Hejduk's impossible machines...are not exactly machines that
cooperate with bodies or machines that substitute for them but rather control towers, command posts,
slaughter-houses, or torture chambers through which the dissolved bodies of postmodernity circulate"
(Sola-Morales 1997:24).
65 This is done in an attempt to stimulate it rather than suppress it; a strategy of stimulating the "numb".
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Figure 3.4. Strange Fish, by L. Newson
...So the duet with Lauren and Jordi, which is very sexual, starts with the idea that
someone would have their hands clasped, and they did the whole dance clasped—so
there is a sense of intimacy, but also entrapment, and perhaps dependency as well [all
reflected in their engagement with the wall]...
Again in the same piece, there are a series of instances: a female Christ figure
falls off the cross moving about it; another woman struggles on a peeble-covered
floor where she leaves her traces as she moves, only to uncover the surface of
the wooden floor underneath; a subterranean water tank, into which one of the
performers drags the other only to watch him disappear, suggests the
subconscious or death (Figure 3.4). In MSM, an interactive revolving set, which
contains washbasins, cubicles and stalls through which bodies and body-parts
would appear and disappear, hosts eight men who re-appropriate the public
space of toilets for reasons other than those for which they are built.
In this re-engagement with surrealist sets and atmospheres through naturalist
everyday movements, Newson's pieces effect a crucial mediation between the
human and the architectural, the individual and the beautiful. Neither the
spectator nor the performer is assumed to be an unsocialised being in a series
of unsocialised spaces, being encountered in these constructed worlds. Mostly,
negotiations with the social in the form of physical space are conducted through
the medium of everyday objects and gestures. Obviously his interest is not in
site-specific theatre works which explore the architecture of the performance
space as a given. Instead, in DV8's work, the interaction of performers and their
space is always subject to negotiation of the material world, from which arises a
primitive sociability.
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...I would like to keep DV8's ability to challenge itself continually, to keep pushing in
different directions, to resist using the same formula for each work, never to be the same...
Hence, either stated through artistic policies or performed throughout their
productions, DV8 and Newson's "full engagement" and "let-go" as basic
principles of Contact does not merely rely on the articulation of interdependency
between body and space, but in a number of facets including the subjects they
deal with, the society they produce within and hold a responsibility towards, the
performers and artists they collaborate with, the genre they act as
representative of, and so on. "Their space" is full of risk, interaction, failure,
flow, humane qualities, no a priori formulas, engagement, collaboration,
interdependency, self-reflection, and the state of being in need of the other; all
key statements in the "actualisation" of BODYSPACE in a broader social
context.
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Figure 3.5. “BODYSPACE” schema
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4. bodyspace
In BODYSPACE, body and space engage in full Contact, cooperating and
affirming each other's autonomy in a positive and affirmative manner. As an
internal condition of getting in Contact, the main characteristic of this type of a
relationship has been identified as actual, concrete touch. That is meant to refer
to bodies and spaces that are physically getting in touch with each other, and
experience the "flow into the other" through engagements as such. In contrast,
and at the other end of the continuum, bodyspace is the realm of the unhinged,
free floating, and alienated body in space. Here, the two partners, body and
space, experience a negatively constructed relationship that relies on their total
denial of one another. There is no physical touch taking place as there is neither
a body nor a space to have contact with. At this point, I believe it would be
appropriate to designate some room for Potuoglu's differentiation between
physical touch and spatial touch:
The sweet memory of "the merging and separating exercises". In
the absence of any physical point of contact, I would still claim to
have contact with my partner. How spiritual of me? Of course, not!
I am rather talking about imagining the space-in-between as
part/extension of my body in order to sustain contact while not
"touching". Not body vs. space, but rather body/spaces touching
each other. (1996:6)
In order to avoid possible misunderstandings, I believe, a few explanations in
developing a terminology, regarding the use of the words "body", "space" and
any other combination of the two, are necessary. First, there probably is no
need to define what we refer to as "body" and "space" in their plain use.
However, the situation turns out to be quite complicated when the complex
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relation between the two are attempted to be reflected in wordplay such as in
"body-space", "bodyspace", "BODYSPACE", "bodySPACE", "BODYspace",
"BodySpace", "body/space"...and so on. Considering the merging of two terms,
there are other occasional, ideological or symbolic reasons behind such
collision; however, I will leave these conceptions aside and will suffice it to
concentrate on mine. I believe, the implications behind the conception of
"BodySpace" are already clear by now. The relation types symbolised by
"BODYspace", "bodySPACE", and "BODYSPACE", have also been explained in
detail in previous chapters. What remains, looking at the above list, is concepts
like "bodyspace", "body/space", and "body-space".
The use of "body-space" is quite likely to refer to a pair consisting of body and
space, when looked at the appropriation of the hyphen in literature. In fact, the
title of this study also makes use of such pairing between body and space in
stating "understanding body-space relationship": here, the hyphen refers to
"between", i.e., the relation between body and space. It is also quite likely that,
in several readings and occasions, a dash replaces the hyphen in order to refer
to a pairing operation as such: body/space.
However, what Potuoglu points at when saying "body/space" is not a pair; but
instead the immediate kinespheric space, and its extensions, surrounding the
body, i.e., body/spaces referring to imaginary spaces "in-between" bodies. As
the body moves, it forms shapes within the boundaries of its kinesphere, its
body/space. It is the points within one's reach without changing position that
constitute his/her kinespheric space. In addition to that, what Potuoglu also
includes in body/space is the extensions of one's movements that reach out and
extend beyond the boundaries of the kinesphere. These extensions can be
considered as spatial forces or rather "trajectories" that are body-centred, but
beyond body's reach. For instance, one person may be able to physically touch
the other who is standing one-feet away; but may only speak of "spatially"
touching the other when two are meters apart. Thus, when we are speaking of
two partners in "spatial" Contact, we are referring to a spatial engagement as
such. It is already hard to conceptualise space as another body and try to think
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of body and space as two partners in Contact. In addition to this, trying to
conceptualise a "spatial" sort of touch with space does not help much, either.
How does a body, a physical being, "spatially" touch space, which has both
physical and non-physical components to it? How does a body "touch" space
anyway? The answer would be that the body is always already in touch with
space, a sort that is physical, through its exterior and interior surface. What
marks the boundaries of the body, what holds it together as a whole, is in fact,
what constitutes its points of contact with its outer and inner space. Against the
exterior, this boundary is the skin; however, I will stay away from complicating
the issue by way of trying to think of the ways in which the body is in touch
with its inner space. This is because of the existence of some "troubling", abject
situations that threaten the body's boundaries, such as mouth, nose, female
sexual organs and anal openings. Leaving these aside, what is more important,
for the clarification of bodyspace type of relationship here, is the way body
spatially is in touch with space. Going back to the question of "how the body
spatially might touch space", the answer is quite simple, in fact: by being there,
but not in physical terms.
Potuoglu's differentiation between physical and spatial touch is quite useful at
this point. Going back to our network of relation types, BODYSPACE and
bodyspace are at the intersection points of the realms of BODYspace and
bodySPACE. This is the very same case then, only with a slight difference, in
that BODYSPACE refers to the simultaneous autonomy and independency of
the two in positive terms, while bodyspace refers to the same simultaneity in
negative terms. In BODYSPACE, body and space interactively affirm each other,
whereas, in bodyspace, they deny and negate. Coming to terms with how these
affirmations or negations become concretised in the type of relationships
discussed, it can be said then that, where BODYSPACE relies on actual,
physical contact taking place between body and space, bodyspace witnesses the
trajectories of sometimes colliding, sometimes intersecting body/spaces and
spaces. In other words, bodyspace is still a sort of Contact, only a kind that is in
"spatial" terms. It relies on the conception of the body and space, spatially
touching each other.
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bodyspace is a realm where the body does not physically in touch with space,
but the space-in-between is imagined as part of the body in order to sustain
contact while not touching. The body moves away, but still remains in touch.
Such a negatively constructed relationship will detach the body from space in
order to lead it to float. Once the space also begins to move away, then, the
interaction will totally take place "in" an imaginary space, which does not
physically exist. The two are already out of sight, and one approves the
autonomy of the other, paradoxically, through negation and denial.
The mind/body66 dichotomy fostered by the "idealized" state of cyber is worth
mentioning at this point:
Cyberfunk literature, for instance, often implies, and sometimes
explicitly promotes, the possibility of being liberated from the
body...Needles to mention, this is offered by computers. In
cyberwriting, the human body is referred as the "meat", the burden
that surrounds the mind, slows down the limitless capabilities of
it, obstructs its freedom and mobility, its proper functioning by
which the "authentic" self could be reached. (Ayas 1998:48)
Thus, bodyspace is the realm of the virtual body of cyber-culture, which is
liberated from the physical constraints of the world, and one's own body. Within
this spectral relationship, the body is abandoned of its physical constraints and
transcended. The freedom that is provided suggests no fit at all. "Nor is
movement catalyzed or implied" (Yudell 1977:74).
                                                          
66 Approaching the body as an object relies upon a separation between the body and whatever it is that is
claimed to hold the possession of it. At times, this possessor is called the soul; today it is more likely to be
called mind, consciousness, self or subjectivity. Whatever the case is, the body is regarded as physical, less
worthy and possibly disposable in this approach while the not-body is transcendental, of greater value and
essential. The body is a machine, a tool necessary for its operation but, at the same time, is an obstacle to
the not-body's full actualisation of itself, a physical burden from which to transcend. It is possible to trace
the roots of this approach to Plato's idealism in which the body is considered as a prison to the soul, an
impediment to its achievement of something beyond body and matter. The very same references to
confinement, imprisonment and the need to escape are valid for Descartes and St. Augustine as well as a
frequently stated will of "being disembodied" in popular culture and more professional areas of our times.
(Franck 1998).
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Relying on the over-manipulation of the body, which is equipped with inanimate
tools that are regarded as more than an "object" yet not internalised fully by the
"subject" as an organ (such as PCs), the interaction suggested here is one that
takes place at a mental level, in a space which is "realised in electronically
stimulated sensation" (Yudell 1977:75). Neither body nor space is physically
activated, but becomes part of the interaction through involvement of their
spectres. The imaginary spaces collide into each other in order to celebrate
anonymity. Hence, even in its negation, which is never equal to ignorance of
subordination, of space, the body re-constructs space and its autonomy. The
reverse is true for the space, which assumes a body that is now more than the
volume it encapsulates.
In order to exemplify, and follow the traces of the implications of, the category of
bodyspace, I will be making use of two virtual dance installations by Merce
Cunningham, namely Hand-Drawn Spaces and BI-PED, and a video-production
by Anne Teresa de Keersmaeker, Monologue.
4.1. Hand-Drawn Spaces and BI-PED, by Merce
Cunningham
...a room full of a dozen twelve-year-old children, intensely scribbling on whatever scraps
of paper at hand...The scribbling seems like mere doodling, especially when all these
scraps of paper-drawings are crumpled at the back of desk-drawers at the end of each
day. But, out of one of these drawings, which portrayed their instructor as a passive and
bespectacled figure behind a little window at the top of a tower, there arose the ideas of
"mental spaces" and "drawing as performance". Paul Kaiser was the name of the
instructor, and the children were students at a school for the learning disabled67...
In stretching out a series of drawings in time and animating them, what
emerged at the end of Paul Kaiser's experiments with his students' drawings
                                                          
67 All the information regarding the production and the statements of the artists, including the insertions
throughout this section of the text and the block-quotes that are not cited, are compiled from Kaiser's web-
site (http://www.riverbed.com), unless noted otherwise.
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was something like a cinematic record of each child's mind in action, the space
of their imaginings. Afterwards, improving the idea while working on archiving
the theatre artist Robert Wilson's drawings, Kaiser ended up with superimposed
fragments which would ghostly fade in and out of each drawing: a performance
of recollecting which turned out to become a theatre of Wilson's memory.
Extending his experiments with portraying the processes, which precede a
finalised drawing, in time, Kaiser's inquiries later circled around the question of
space, wondering whether it was possible to enter a drawing as if entering a
three-dimensional space. Not very satisfied with the optical realism of computer
graphics68, he collaborated with two computer programmers, Susan Amkraut
and Michael Girard, who had been writing algorithms to generate three-
dimensional space and the movement of the figures in it, in generating his idea
of "hand-drawn spaces".
The long list of collaborators in this project later included William Forsythe of
the Ballet Frankfurt, resulting in a video-installation, titled Improvisation
Technologies, which utilised superimposed computer renderings of the
imaginary lines and shapes drawn by using parts of the body (1999). Not only
feet, hands, elbows and knees, but also skull, shoulders, hips and even ears
and chin had turned into spatial elements in this exposition, using computer
animation to make their potential, to "render" space, visible. It was Forsythe's
choreography, with spatial transformation the key to his thinking, which turned
into an implicit lesson for Kaiser to focus on the space created by the moving
body rather than the space merely occupied by it. With these demonstrations in
mind, he was to turn back to New York wondering whether a hand-drawn space
could be spun out of dance movement rather than stage architecture. The result
was a multimedia art installation by Merce Cunningham, Paul Kaiser and
Shelley Eshkar, titled Hand-Drawn Spaces—“a mental landscape in which
motion-captured hand-drawn figures perform intricate choreography in 3D".
                                                          
68 "The computer-world will not have me until they know how to put dirt in it" (anonymous).
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..."A dance conceived purely for the computer was what we were after, though the
movements of this dance were to be as true to life as possible, with no computerised
moves to violate the constraints of the human anatomy or the laws of the physical world.
The dance was to create a hand-drawn space purely from the movements of digitally
recorded dancers, re-sequenced and re-combined by Merce [Cunningham] with
unprecedented precision. It was to put you right into Merce's remarkable mind, rendering
a mental rather than a pseudo-physical stage-space"...
Merce Cunningham is mostly known by his extensive use of chance operations
and his search into the essence of movement, which is a frequent point of
criticism by many in turning dancers into technicians stripped off any affect
that might hold the possibility of blocking the operation of pure movement. In
expressing nothing but themselves, his dances focus on the physical facts of the
body rather than telling stories—“what arms and legs, torso, and head can do in
relation to gravity, time, and space" (Foster 1986:32). Carrying the reduction of
the interference of personal habits and preferences with the work to its
extremes, he seeks refugee in a number of game structures and chance
operations, the simplest example of which is rolling-dice, to compose his
dances. The movements themselves, their order, spatial path or direction,
duration, the number of dancers, entrances, exists, the length and order of
sections of a dance are all subject to decisions dissociated from his direct
authorship to dance. "The outcome is a heterogenous grouping of
unprecedented movement patterns". The very same principles apply to how
other components of the dance (like music, costumes, scenery and lighting)
come into view, in that Cunningham approaches these components as
independent events that happen to occur in the same time and place as the
dancing. Thus, he denies any intrinsic rapport between the structures of these
independent compositions, leaving everything to chance procedures and, most
of the time, witnessing the outcomes of interaction at the opening night of each
piece for the first time.
Therefore, just like Meyerhold's awe in Constructivists' approach to set design,
it is quite likely that Cunningham found Kaiser's approach to art clearly in line
with the basics of his principles to choreography—principles he's been
practicing for the past fifty years or so. This is because it is Kaiser who is
speaking, as if spelling out his voice over Cunningham's, when stating that,
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in the same way that a diagram can be a lot more useful than a
photograph, drawings can show more. Often, you don't see all the
aspects of something because of all the detail. For example, you
may be distracted by the beauty of the dancer, so you aren't
looking at movement in the purest possible way.
It is also Kaiser who asks whether a beautiful movement is still beautiful
"outside the charismatic body of a great dancer". "The idea is to see movement
in greater isolation". Obviously, the similarity between their collaboration and
the cooperation between Meyerhold and Popova also has its roots in the content
of their principles, such that it is also the Constructivists who have sought for
the "pure essence of spatial forms and design".
...motions in a void needing bodies...and not just any motions. The sound of their
breathing, their footsteps, even as they are off-view... Scratches all over, as they are
drawn "on" empty space with invisible pens to be erased by, again, invisible erasers...
Figure 4.1. Hand-Drawn Spaces, by M. Cunningham
In Hand-Drawn Spaces, hand-drawn dancers appear as large sketches,
emerging from darkness and moving precisely through a virtual space,
apparently limitless, that is framed by three screens from where the images are
projected (Figure 4.1). Though visible on three screens, they move through a
much larger virtual area; and so travel in and out of projected image, often
traversing the spectator's space. Making use of immaterial figures that
appropriate the viewer's actual three-dimensionality, this piece marks the
beginning of a new period merging dance with technology69. Following Hand-
                                                          
69 Questions about whether technology distracts artists and audiences from higher callings like beauty and
expression aren't new. The advent of the daguerreotype in 1837, for example, set off fiery debates about
whether cameras would soon render painting obsolete. Instead, freed from the obligation to depict the
natural world, modernists began painting the landscape of the mind.
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Drawn Spaces, BI-PED, another installation that was born out of Cunningham,
Kaiser and Eshkar's collaboration, utilised figures that are projected onto
oversized scrims that cover front-stage and then reflect off from thin white strips
at the back. The live dancers perform behind and among these layers. "Carved
out of a mysterious space in which live dancers interact with digitally created
animated figures", BI-PED differed from its ancestor in its portrayal of the
interaction between live and digital performance. Both pieces capture human
bodies that are replaced by calligraphic figures twisting in space. What remain,
in fact, are spectral, fluid, ghost-like flickers that render human form although
not strictly bound with its physical capabilities.
Hand-Drawn Spaces pictures the virtual dancer in various incarnations. At
times, it is 20-feet tall and amber; alone and bathed in purple light. At others,
it's white, tiny, and barely there, but as part of an elaborate ensemble composed
of other virtual dancers. In BI-PED, a much larger variety of virtual anatomies
are employed, morphing their "bodies" from a hand-drawn squiggle to an array
of dots or to a mesmerising blur. In one sequence, a dancer is viewed from
above, a series of white dots from the motion-capture is the only representation
of a body. In another, several virtual dancers appear to be walking on shorter,
angled poles suspended in space just above the live dancers' heads.  In short,
the body appears as a series of moving constellations. It is also the case that
these humane forms are accompanied by "other" bodies; dot bodies, stick
bodies, and cubist/chrono-photograph bodies that move just by their side.
The effect, created by the animation of these "side" elements, results in
intriguing plays of perception. In one sequence, a virtual dancer moves among a
                                                                                                                                                                            
It's also worth noting that some of the technology used in BI-PED and Hand-Drawn Spaces predates the
first Macintosh computer by a century. In 1883, a Parisian physiologist named Etienne-Jules Marey
invented a way to make multiple exposures on a single photographic plate. He called it chrono-photography
and, to test it, he rounded up some soldiers and gymnasts from a nearby military academy.
Marey had the men wear black suits with metallic tape running down their arms and legs. Then, he
photographed them at split-second intervals as they marched, ran, jumped and pole-vaulted in front of a
black backdrop. When he developed his plates, all that showed up was the shiny tape. The soldiers and
gymnasts were gone-their bodies erased, so to speak, and their motion captured.
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series of multicoloured, vertical poles that seem to extend toward the back of
the stage. The figure looks tiny as it steps into the background, huge in the
foreground. Once the audience is accustomed to this exaggerated virtual space,
the digitised dancers disappear, leaving only the virtual poles. Then live dancers
appear on stage and traverse the same space.
You stop thinking of space as being one set construction, but
rather as a myriad of possibilities.
Regarding the quality of the imaginary space created, Kaiser and Eshkar state
that they began with creating variations of straight lines and of the planes they
imply in-between. For this, Hand-Drawn Spaces utilises three screens to
actualise three different, and imaginary, picture-planes, whereas BI-PED creates
many more of these within a single screen. For instance, three vertical lines in
perspectival depth are projected in such a way that the three different planes
between the lines form picture-planes in-between, which can be animated by
moving the lines. Thus, virtual projections are created within the actual
projection as to turn the whole view into an intriguing perceptual complexity
that is multiplied when the degree of transparency and occlusion of these
different elements are varied.
Sometimes our black ground would read as a clear space into
which anything might suddenly enter, while at other times it would
mask whatever might be behind it.
Because of the correct spatial relationship of the images to each other, the
resulting performance places the audience within the dance, much like a
virtual-reality environment. The viewers are invited to become active
participants in this imaginary space where they can shift their positions and
perspectives while dancers cross invisibly from one screen to another,
accompanied by the sounds of their footsteps and breathing.
...Kaiser, explaining his and Cunningham's interests: "We have a different focus....For
him, [Hand-Drawn Spaces] is an opportunity to explore movement in a new way....He is
just completely fascinated by what can be done with human movement, pushing it to its
limits....But I was most interested in creating a mental space so that you feel like you are
inside the mind of Merce Cunningham. It's almost like you' re looking at a mental
performance"...
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Although not aiming at photorealism, and not limited by the physical
constraints of the human body, the virtual "bi-ped"70 bodies of Hand-Drawn
Spaces and BI-PED have an underlying and ever-occurring anthropomorphic
touch. This is apparent in two statements, both related with artistic and
technical considerations, that are articulated by the artists themselves (first by
Kaiser, and the other by Eshkar who has produced the hand-drawn figures by
sketching over computer renderings):
1. "The computer learns from the dancers, in other words, generating figures
that move like humans rather than humans who move like robots".
In creating the animations, a motion-capture technology, which tracks reflective
sensors attached to a moving body, is used. Digital video-cameras surrounding
the performer record the position and rotation of each one of these sensors as
coordinates in time and space, and then feed these streams of information to a
central workstation for reconciliation and consolidation into a single data file.
These motion-capture files later drive the movement of any simulated figure on
the computer, where they can be merged, connected, re-sequenced, and
mapped to other anatomies in Character Studio, the 3-D animation software
that is used, giving the choreographer or animator a new set of possibilities.
Hence, it is possible to state that these figures, however "ghostly" they may be,
are still "in touch with the ground". For, (1) although the "real" body is off-stage,
the figure replacing it still has its roots in the captured movements of its
"original"; and (2) the software used in the creation of the hand-drawn figures
strictly relies on the simulation of footsteps as a set of mathematical patterns.
                                                          
70 "Bi-ped" (bi:two/ped:foot)) had been the working title for the alpha and beta releases of Character Studio,
the figure animation software used by Kaiser and Eshkar to choreograph the virtual dance of Hand-Drawn
Spaces.
In searching for a way to let animators and choreographers work more simply with moving figures, Michael
Clark, who invented the software, found the answer in footsteps. It was him who saw the possibility of
starting an animation by specifying the footsteps-a set of patterns in time and space-and build up from
there; adding upper body motions to the sequence. Bending or stretching a "footpath" (as Cunningham calls
it) alters the movement as the simulated body recalculates its centre of gravity and adjusts its balance. The
artists see the title as apt a term for their second collaboration with Cunningham as it was for the software in
that "Merce's lifelong interest has been to figure out all that a body on two legs can do".
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Later, these strict motion-captured digital drawings, which then look like wire-
sculptures, are mapped by using 3-D animation software like Character Studio
and 3D Studio Max to be rendered by the hand-drawings of Eshkar. This brings
us to the second statement that reflects the underlying anthropomorphism in
the movement quality of the virtual figures.
Figure 4.2.  BI-PED, by M. Cunningham
2. "I didn't look at the dancers and their anatomy when I drew them...I looked at
the movement and tried to give the hand-drawn bodies that same quality of
movement. With every drawing, I asked myself, 'Is the line motivated by the
movement?'"
In "giving life" to the wire-sculptures, Shelley Eshkar models every stroke of a
hand-drawn figure, which are to be superimposed later to give the impression of
movement, as a 3D object in the computer. Working with pure geometry, his
basic tool is, what is called, a spline71. In scanning some charcoal strokes and
applying their texture to the digital images, Eshkar then ends up with a series
of figurative drawings, which, "rather than the crisp, lifeless things that give
computer illustration a bad name, are gauzy forms that suggest a memory or a
dream" (Figure 4.2). The intention lying behind the procedure is to invert
                                                                                                                                                                            
71 Splines, which are curves described mathematically by connecting a series of points, lie at the
foundations of more sculptural objects that make up the hand-drawn anatomy: a ribcage built from spirals,
or a pelvis from a knot.
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traditional animation, which often couples detailed bodies with pantomimed
movement, and to arrive at "abstracted, minimal figures with extremely refined,
realistic movement[s]".
The result, in relation to the above two aspects, is a work that does not lose the
underlying perception of real and plausible human movement in an imaginary
space. "In a sense, these drawn bodies were not complete until inhabited by the
phantom movements of motion-capture, which suddenly let you make out the
effort, balance, resistance, and tension going on underneath". For instance, in
one of the scenes, the stick figure leaps, flinging its various lines upward in the
air, and then gathering them back together on landing. While it is not possible
for a human body to do this, "you could still feel the human motion underlying
the abstraction". Thus, the model suggested by both works hints at
physiological and philosophical conceptions for movement, space and even
corporeality, which are central concerns for both dance and architecture.
Though staying in touch with their human "origins", there is one curious thing
about these hand-drawn figures: the movements that are captured are truly
detached from the dancers who had performed them, Jeannie Steele and Jared
Phillips, against digital cameras. Because of Merce Cunningham's employment
of chance operations in bringing in the sections of the animation together, the
differences between the two in size and sex had been denied to a great extent. In
their combined form, these two dancers' captured phrases are freely made into
long passages in which one of the dancer's movements frequently alternated
with the other's, mapping both into the same hand-drawn figure. Devoid of
psychology and intention, like always, his art was all about pure, sexless
movement; reflecting his interest in how dance "worked" in space and time.
Seen in this perspective, Bi-ped, the model used in the creation of both of the
above works, had turned into only a different "means" to the same end
Cunningham had been pursuing for the past fifty years: revealing freedom in
abstraction.
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4.2. Monologue by Anne Teresa de Keersmaeker
Consider the extends of our repertoire of movement, as Robert Yudell calls it,
throughout a typical day at work. Let's assume that we live in a large house that
is located somewhere at the skirts of the city rather than downtown. We take
the bus twenty kilometres into the city each day to change to a subway, and
walk two or three blocks to our office. There we go through a considerably small
lobby and into an elevator that will take us about eleven stories into the sky.
Getting out of the elevator, we head for the office, in which we are to attend a
video-conference that is, in fact, located and directed from somewhere in
Europe, the name of which we have not even heard of before, in about an hour.
In the meantime, we check for our postal mail, go through a few urgent phone
calls, one of them being inter-provincial, and check with our e-mail only to see
that the reply we've been waiting from Ohio State has finally arrived. Going
through a few web-sites to make sure we are "cultivated" enough and know a bit
more about the contents and the requirements of the conference, we settle back,
waiting for the incoming call for the connection to be set72.
Though "moving" faster and "travelling" through a terrain that is farther than
mankind has ever moved and travelled before, such movement is primarily a
passive experience:
In short, in spite of going faster and farther, we seem to be
functioning with a reduced repertoire of active movement. (Yudell
1977:72).
Getting out of the office, and getting on the subway to go somewhere else, it is
also us who are awarded as the "author" of a space that is neutralised and re-
structured through our affirmation. In arriving at another stop in about four
minutes, and dismissing the "actual" space in-between, we re-structure the
space-time of the cityscape in which the neighbourhoods in-between are
discounted for. Within the continuity of our own experience, we re-compose a
                                                          
72 Re-written from Yudell’s description of “Our Repertoire of Movement” (1977:72).
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cityscape that does not necessarily match the map at the subway station.
Though functioning with a reduced repertoire of active movement, we replace
our motion with "frozen speed", increasingly replacing our own body movement
with propulsion of the immobilised body (Yudell 1977). At the same time, even if
our bodies are provided a passive role that is rather transported, we turn into
active agents in the structuring of the space we engage with. Surely, our
engagement with space would be different if we had just stayed at the office and
decided to "surf" the net a bit more. Again, donned into a passive role seated in
a chair, our body this time extends into a globe-wide space through electronic
stimulated sensation, disregarding the limits of its physical capabilities and
without necessarily being there.
All of these different types of engagements point towards a space of alienation
and over-manipulation. The body becomes frozen and encapsulated in space at
times; and, throughout others, it may also become free-floating and unhinged in
a "neutralised space".
...a hesitant face on a flat, pure-white background. She looks undecided whether to begin
speaking or not. Words, which are spoken in an unknown language to me, come out in
pain. Beginning to speak, she looks detached; and later begins to fasten her pace
gradually increasing the speed of words coming out of her mouth. Totally ripped off from
the white wall behind, she gradually speeds up till, at one point, words don't seem like
they are spoken by her. Nothing to hold on to during this endless fall through a pure-white
abyss...
In Monologue, Anne Teresa de Keersmaeker pictures a female figure, the body of
whom is reduced to a face. Conveying a sense of being unglued from the white
background, her image is one of lonely coexistence. The effect of detachment is
due to the set of forces that are capable of shaping and forming the body,
through the use of camera-frame. First detachment is at the level of framing, in
that the zoom-in onto the face does not allow the spectator to place the
performer's feet "on the ground". At a secondary level, because of the white
background that conveys no depth, there seems to be no space to attach to, to
have contact with. The neutrality of the background pushes further the image-
like quality of the surrounding space into one of undifferentiated Cartesian
space that provides no orientation for the body to be motivated, and no order to
violate. The performer's face/body stands no chance to create or occupy space
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because of such detachment that results in disorientation in three-dimensional
space and a floating image (Figure 4.3).
A secondary effect is that the face/body itself is also forced into a surface. At
certain points, the white surrounding is not only a background but also the
foreground because the whiteness of the performer's face merges with the
whiteness of the background. At these instances, the image seems like a
Roschah card-board with organically formed black and white spots. The result
is a body that is reduced to a face that is reduced to a series of marks on a
surface merging with the background.
The detachment suggested in visual terms, in Monologue, is also supported by
the sound-design. At the beginning of the piece, the face/body also expresses
itself with spoken words (though in an unknown language to me). As the piece
proceeds, and as the effects of detachment are more clearly observed in her
movements, the voice detaches from the face/body to be taken over by some
classical opera tune, however remaining in the foreground. In the meantime, the
image gradually turns into one of slow motion, the movement quality of her
changing into as if she is in the water. The voice still continuing but not spoken
by the face/body any more, the "light touch" of the taking-over tune, and the
face/body's gradually floating movements all add to the effect of detachment
from the background.
Figure 4.3. Monologue, by A. T. Keersmaeker
Apparently, the face/body as a surface carries strong similarities with the
incarnation of a subject with a "sensitive skin" that is open to be inscribed,
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marked and scarred as exemplified in bodySPACE. In fact, the decisions
regarding the framing of the camera carry a number of common points with the
disorganised and dissected body of Demonoid. What pushes Monologue further
into the realm of bodyspace, however, is the "absent presence" of space and
negative coexistence of the face/body of the performer and the encapsulating
whitewash wall. The face/body as pictured here is still a body that stands up-
right, however compressed into two-dimensions and reduced to a face; but it is
not able to transform the space, and affirms its existence, paradoxically in
negative terms, through still being in touch with it although there is an
inevitable gap in-between. What is referred to is the simultaneous autonomy
and independency of body and space, which are communicated through mutual
denial and negation. The absence of any physical point of contact shifts the
focus to the space-in-between.
In the case of a spatial touch as such, the space is still there, but the body
moves away while the space-in-between can be considered as part/extension of
the face/body that remains in touch. Detaching the body from space, and
causing it to float, this negatively constructed relationship relies on the body's
ability to be in contact even if in spatial terms73. Her spatial touch with space is
in the form of incorporating some of its elements and characteristics. By way of
replicating its surface qualities and properties such as the white colour, the
body does not totally deny space, only choosing to detach itself from it.
Merging with the background at times, the face/body of Monologue is in the
middle of a crisis—the name of which might loosely be called "postmodernity"74.
Thus, the spatial contact that replaces physical engagement results in a body
                                                          
73 Remember the remarks on Potuoglu's comments on bodies, spaces and body/spaces at the beginning of
this chapter.
74 It is perhaps no coincidence that this choreographic instance appears at the end of the study. Whereas we
began on a note of optimism with visions of a futuristic utopia (Magnanimous Cuckold), we end "on a note
of reflection". Whereas the slogans were in the form of 'Towards a New Architecture' at the beginning, they
close with a need to "rethink architecture". "This situation is particularly evident in architecture. One of the
themes that has dominated recent discussion about architecture at the end of twentieth century...is the
collapse of confidence in the Modern Movement....The 'soulless container architecture' of much
contemporary construction is universally despised, yet not all would agree as to what should be the
alternative" (Leach 1997:xiii).
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that is elevated from the ground and disoriented. The space, in that case,
carries the characteristics of an undifferentiated, neutralised Cartesian space
which permits "any" action and, therefore, confers a new type of liberation.
However, unlike the liberated body of BODYSPACE, this leads to no fit at all75.
Again, "nor is movement catalyzed or implied".
                                                                                                                                                                            
75 "Throughout [all of its attempts, architecture relied on] systems of proportion [that] established
homologous relationships between the artificial and the natural, architecture and the human figure, to
minute levels of detail. Inasmuch as it shares the principle of classicism based on the human figure, modern
architecture is tacitly and unconsciously bound by anthropomorphism. That is to say, if it does not abandon
the constructive principles of order, proportion, and hierarchy, it will remain entrapped in the same domain"
(Isozaki and Asada 1997:39-40).
"Traditionally, architectural discourse has been largely a discourse of form. In general it has been
dominated by debates that revolve around questions of style. These debates have tended to be grounded on
little more than moralistic arguments that seek their authority in terms such as 'sincerity' and
'appropriateness'. Such debates have been trapped within the realm of symptoms. Invariably they have
failed to probe any further, and to investigate the underlying causes. Architectural discourse, in other words,
has operated largely at a superficial level" (Leach 1997:xiv).
"...rather than manipulating the formal properties of architecture, we might look and focus our attentions
into 'what really happens inside the buildings and cities, into the event'. This concentration also states to the
most dynamic aspects of architecture due to its relation both to mind, to body and to everyday life, not only
to the physical architectural object, or its signification, or its economic feasibility...etc." (Yazgan 1996:55).
"The architectural body never fits perfectly; it never adjusts with our own body like a custom-tailored
garment; it does not adjust itself either to geometry, to anatomy, to the senses, or to movement. When it
reflects us...what appears is the image of that other that is our very self. If the architectural body therefore
demands a distance in the face of every model and every  matrix, this is the same distance that our own
bodies require of us" (Oyarzun 1997:227).
"Only an art and architecture that recognize the precariousness of bodies and their objectivized
fragmentation, along with the persistent dynamism and energy that nontheless continue to circulate in them,
are capable of presenting a convincing discourse at the present moment" (Sola-Morales 1997:24).
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CONCLUSION
On "pause"
On "contact", "mime", and "pause":
Pause: A short rest on the Other's "disquietingly familiar" shoulder.
A frontier—always already a bridge. Giving full weight. Sweaty
intimacy, not necessarily pleasant. But still content to be able
"pause" in the flow or to articulate a spatio-temporal boundary.
Especially now that my body has grown slightly tired of "affirming,
suspecting, trying out, transgressing, respecting, etc. the
trajectories it 'speaks'. Slightly tired of being in Contact/dancing
alongside all the theorists whom I have been citing, or "miming".
Miming appears as inseparable from dancing Contact. (Potuoglu
1996:8-9)
Throughout the text, I have apparently engaged with, and utilised, the
arguments and products of a number of theorists and practitioners,
supplementing this engagement with analysis of a number of specific instances,
i.e. choreographies. It can be said that (1) the uncovering of a potential which is
specific to the interrelations that these engagements and instances possess, and
(2) an attempt to define the terrain formed in the light of these relations, have
been the major objectives of this text.
I have "flown into others", yet I will be "establishing boundaries". I have to
articulate "something" at one point; so, I will "pause". I will not ask "what is...?".
"Two bodies in Contact" has no boundaries, instead "constant flow". We are
now, on the nomad land76, through "a short rest on the Other's disquietingly
                                                          
76 " 'Nomad thought' does not lodge itself in the edifice of an ordered interiority; it moves freely in an
element of exteriority. It does not repose on identity; it rides difference....it replaces restrictive analogy with
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familiar shoulder", in our journey that is intended for mapping the possibilities
of the ways in which body and space relate to each other.
On "responsibility"
In the previous chapters, it is seen how body and space relate to each other in
mutually productive ways. However, it is also seen that we don't have an (or a
series of) "understanding" on the relationship between these two. What is meant
by "understanding" here is neither a full-stop nor merely a bodily experience or
mental comprehension, but an "adequate" state of the interrelation of a number
of realms, which can help us "locate" the body in its interaction with space. In
contrast, a "Contactual" way of thinking can provide us with a way of "looking
at", and "being in", the world that is both ethically and politically
"respons(i/a)ble"77.
This responsibility is about circumstances and possibilities as "the bodies we
are" do operate not "alone" (in both of the senses; as "doubly distant" bodies78,
                                                                                                                                                                            
a conductivity that knows no bounds....Rather than reflecting the world (the concepts it creates) are
immersed in a changing state of things. A concept is a brick. It can be used to build the courthouse of
reason. Or it can be thrown through the window" (Massumi qtd. in Grosz 1995:237).
77 Appropriation of the term "respons(i/a)ble" relies on my own understanding of "responsibility" as a core
principle in contact improv(isation), where I am "responsible" for my own (and my partner's) safety...a
technique where I run into a(n inter)dependent relationship, the health of which builds (up) on the degree of
trust we both are able to develop for (and against) each other...our success is directly related with how much
response-able I am (and my partner is)...some room for silence...fluidity...flow (into the "other")...how
much predetermination shows itself in the way I move vs. how much respect I could have for (and also how
much I could respond to) the motivation provided by the movements of my partner's body...so, it rather
comes in two (not-so-distinct) packages: responsibility and response-ability... mirrors Spivak's "ethical
responsibility": the act of response which involves an ethical stance of making discursive room for the
"other" to exist... (extracted from a term-paper I had prepared for fulfilling the requirements of the course
titled History of Theory and Criticism at Bilkent University).
78 "Our own bodies appear to us as simultaneously near and far away. In effect, the first awareness of our
bodies occurs as the means of connection with the world....Our senses also perceive our bodies as part of
that world....The perception of our own bodies thus demands, from the beginning, a double distance, or
double eye, which is able to focus on something that is at the same time close and far away, of
comprehension" (Oyarzun 1997:220).
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and as entities that are not independent of the spatial) but among and in-
between what constitutes "BodySpace" (in both of the senses; among and in-
between the "double" as much as the body and the space, it is the multiplicity
that constitutes "BodySpace"). The space and the body are both the product and
the creator of the circumstances and possibilities, which are the state of affairs
surrounding and affecting "BodySpace". Hence, "possibilities" are what may or
can exist, happen, and may or can be done, be used by "BodySpace". Therefore,
I have not been asking, "what is the relationship between body and space?", but
trying to develop a "Contactual" way of thinking towards and "adequate"
understanding of the relationship in-between.
On "Contact"
In this study, Contact Improvisation with all its theoretical and practical
premises has been employed in four different metaphorical fashions:
1. First use of the Contact metaphor is about the deconstruction of the
dichotomous thought, in order to illustrate the illusory act of bisecting the
body and space (with all its implications of asking "where am I in space?". "I"
is not in space; it "is" space) into a clearly distinct pair with hegemonic and
subordinated pole of the dualism. The simultaneity of the acts of "flow into
the Other" of the Self, and "establishing of boundaries" that are at the base
of "Contactual" thinking is considered as having corporeal qualities that help
one in embodying the deconstructionist tools.
The problem with dichotomous thought actually is not an inherent
problem of the pair, of the two. It is not the dominance of the pair,
but only of one of them makes it problematic. The one wants to act
as the primary term always all the time. It does not let the Other
establish a dialogue and does not tolerate the other to become one.
The one wants to retain its oneness, thus always strive to draw
clean boundaries around itself. Therefore, it does not matter how
many would be excluded, it does not have to be another one or a
cluster of them. As long as there is one and the other side (only the
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other one and many ones), the dichotomy is established. (Ayas
1998:117)
Therefore, to introduce a third term would not solve the dichotomy. That is why
two partners that engage in many other ways (synchronous, symmetrical,
active-passive roles) even if they are harmoniously related, do exemplify the
dichotomous thought while "two" bodies becoming "one" in Contact can
constitute a possibility for breaking it up (any movement initiated from one side
always effects the other, and is reflected back simultaneously—
“respons(i/a)bility" is the key term in this interdependent relationship).
2. The second use of the Contact metaphor is about four broadly, yet not
distinctly grouped categories of body-space relationships, which are named
as, for analytical and practical purposes, BODYspace, bodySPACE,
BODYSPACE, and bodyspace. BODYspace as a model, fosters the primacy of
the body in generation of BodySpace as the body in the first place must be
constructed and lived for the subject to acquire a sense of selfhood, and thus
position itself in relation to space and others. bodySPACE, on the other
hand, emphasises space as initiator, as the body is conceived as a "spatial"
body that takes part in the functioning of the whole, the spatial construct.
The other two categories lie in between the first two and constitute a
secondary continuum that has affirmative and negative relation types at its
opposing extremes. Both are models in which body and space establish their
own autonomy independently of, though in relation to, each other. In
BODYSPACE, such interdependency occurs in a co-operative manner,
whereas, in bodyspace, this takes place in acts of total denial, though
paradoxically enough, in mutual affirmation.
Obviously, none of the choreographic instances have a primary goal of
formulating a "role-model", an example regarding a certain type of body-space
relationship; instead, they rather make use of these "different" relation types in
constructing particular narratives. Their contexts as well as their priorities do
differ significantly. Yet, one common point is that they all have rejected the
predetermined hegemonic relation of the binary oppositions as they undeniably
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rely on "embracing" of the "outcast", the body, in the first place. Consequently,
they all contribute to the development of the concept of BodySpace as
reconciliation and interdependency of space and the body, yet in varying degree
and emphasis. That is an affinity already strong enough to consider them as
sharing the same "grounds" and hence constituting not seriously opposed but
diverse examples.
Magnanimous Cuckold, for instance, develops an account of the body as an
active participant in the functioning of the conceptual construct; however,
transformed and established as a new "biomechanical" body. Whereas, space
establishes itself as a new world as it begins functioning like a mechanical body
that constantly defines new targets for the spectator's look through the tensions
and visual forces it displays. In Demonoid, the body is an entity that is not able
to speak of its unity while being fragmented and disorganised through the
strategies of "seeing through video", itself a spatial element. Cry projects a
tensive play between the body and the eye in an attempt to "disorient" the
spectator's look and seek for ways of centralising itself, as it pushes space into
the background to be compressed into a "surface". Four female bodies in Hoppla
take one step further in an attempt to "reorient" the spectator by way of
defamiliarising the space of a reading-room and re-structuring it through their
engagement with the stereometric and planimetric forces at work in the
construction of its "felt volume". Establishing boundaries and testing limits as
she moves in contact with the spatial elements making up the street-space, the
female body in Muurwerk, gives birth to a new architecture by way of
compressing it into an irrational (in time and space) view through her physical
engagement with micro-spaces that make up the "whole". Newson suggests
alternative ways of "producing" by way of turning the performing body into a
politically and socially responsible agent, where he suggests new ways of getting
in touch with the "everyday", moving away from the abstract and idealised
realms of current dance practices. Relying on the body's capability to remain in
touch even when it is away, Hand-Drawn Spaces and BI-PED portray mental
spaces in which body and space re-construct each other through mutual denial.
Whereas, a female face/body ends the journey with her Monologue, throughout
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which her over-manipulated body is not able to attach herself to the neutral
geography of a space that neither motivates nor implies any movement.
The metaphor of "body and space as two bodies in Contact" takes effect when
one considers the merging point of the choreographic instances briefly outlined
above: they meet at the crucial points of touch where two "bodies" meet; the
skin. Yet, in the final analysis, all of these instance take the body as their
"essential" material in the generation of BodySpace: they start from the opposite
sides, however, they eventually meet, or cover the same ground (the ways in
which body and space relate to each other) as there is no dominant figure in
"two bodies in Contact".
Regarding the selection of the above instances in describing the two-way
relationship between body and space, it can be said that the choreographies at
hand are used for documenting the findings from a large number of
choreographic examples that have been analysed. They are not chosen, from the
beginning, as a series of "cases" to be studied; but instead, they have been used
in the construction of a "story-line" which begins with a “mechanised-body” and
ends with a "body-in-pain". The implications of this story line in an
architectural context will be examined further in the fourth item below.
3. Thirdly, the metaphor of Contact is used as a textual and analytical strategy:
...witnessing the inevitable partnering of movement and writing as
I dance with all the people whose theories I borrow or, rather,
whose "trajectories" I [have run] into, while sharing their weight
with my torso, hands, ankles, forearms, buttocks and hips.
(Potuoglu 1996:1)
In engaging with a number of scholars who have developed certain accounts
with regards to the issues of body, space and the relation in between the two, I
have come to a point whether my analysis was a re-wording of their arguments,
as if it was them writing. In this respect, I have made use of the texts of Kunst,
Ayas, Grosz, Borden, Potuoglu, Lefebvre and Bloomer & Moore to a great extent.
Because their accounts were not always specifically in relation to the
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choreographic instances I have utilised, it would not be appropriate to directly
cite them in communicating the findings from the analysis of the pieces, except
in the cases of Bloomer and Moore, and Kunst. However, there were some
instances in which I was not able to clearly define whether it was them, or me
who was doing the analysis. At these intersections, if more appropriate, I have
used the "trajectories" of their accounts, re-wording and re-constructing them in
ways that serve the context and aim of this study, simply because they were
worded in a manner which was just "to the point". Neither giving reference to
nor paraphrasing then would not make sense because the experience does not
fit in neither one of these two situations, which hold requirements of their own.
Therefore, although I have not directly used their statements in a way that
requires proper referencing, I have appropriated their arguments in developing
mine: the body in a spatial/architectural context. Hence, it is not the content
that is re-produced; however, the style, the approach, the wording and
structure. I clearly mimicked their trajectories to a great extent; and, I
personally feel the need to do so as a novice beginner in dealing with the issues
at hand, which already have their own contradictions and complexities within.
Towards this end, if the study has been able to "make a point", if ever, it is these
scholars who should be acknowledged at the first place. I only deserve credit for
being able to "flow into them", mimic, imitate and try their accounts on "for size"
in an attempt to follow their traces in a different context.
Initially, to be self-critical, one of my intentions in writing this text was to
approach it in "Contactual" terms so that I could also "establish boundaries" as
I "flow into" these other "bodies". That is to say, I had aimed at fully engaging in
with their accounts and arguments, not being afraid of the possibility of losing
myself, with the hope that I would be able to establish and define my position in
relation to them. This would probably be succeeded only if I had the possibility
to organise these arguments into a map and position myself "in" this map,
emphasising parallel-thoughts and differentiating differences, through the
language of my own trajectories and comments on the choreographic instances
under analysis. It was also my intention to fully engage with my objects of
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study, borrow from their own compositional structures and utilise these
borrowings as another set of textual strategies in developing and
communicating my arguments around their specificities. Both of these
intentions, I believe, have been established to a certain degree, but only
partially; thus remaining as an attempt. This is because I simply could not
"afford" neither "establishing my own position" nor "engaging fully with the
choreographies" as the result of a series of circumstances familiar to most who
are already acquainted with the process of a study as such. This study has only
been a layer in this direction, and certainly not a fixed one. What I hope is that
other engagements follow; and, at one point, I will really be able to Contact,
simultaneously getting motivated by and motivating, other bodies' trajectories,
writings, ideas, thoughts, structures, accounts and so on.
4. And, at last, the metaphor of Contact has been used in the structuration of
the study. We started out with the "objectivised body" of the Cartesian
thought and the "idealised body" of the architectural discipline, claiming the
"centre" to belong to mind and, in its translated form, space; and, therefore,
"repressing the body" by way of loosing touch with it. Whereas, other
categories have introduced the crucial points of "touch" between body and
space where it was realised that body and space had been extensions of each
other right from the beginning.
It is not my intention to develop an overall history or a categorisation of dance
genres here, for this would be too large of an offshoot, and even a caricaturistic
one, that already is beyond the objectives of this study. However, for the sake of
simplicity and clarification, I will try to outline, somewhat unwillingly, a
schematic account of the progression of the conception of the body in dance79.
                                                          
79 There are a series of moments in this successive transformation of approaches towards the body that may
seem especially important for constructing the necessary linkages between the "architectural body" and the
"dancing body". Anthony Vidler follows a similar strategy of developing a history of bodily analogy in
architecture, from Vitruvius to the present, where he defines three moments in the successive
transformation of bodily projection. Where appropriate, I will try to establish the possible linkages between
his categorisation of bodily projection in architecture and the progression of approaches towards the body in
the dance field. "For the purposes of argument, these moments can be roughly identified with historical
periods, although, as will be obvious, such a chronological 'progression' is more useful for clarity than it is
historically accurate" (Vidler 1992:70).
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The introduction of the proscenium arch marked the transition
from the allegorical aesthetics of late Renaissance dance to the
pictorial aesthetic of the neoclassical dance of the eighteenth
century. Neoclassical dance, elevated and framed, presented
'perfected pictures of human society' articulated through an ideal
or set of ideal bodily forms. (Dempster 1988:41)
The pictorial aesthetics of the ballet genre from the 19th century onwards has
followed an emphasis on technical virtuosity and visual spectacle, which
resulted in the loss of expressional content and depth (Au 1988). Utilising a
system of precisely coded, highly patterned abstract movement, the classical
dancer's body is a body orientated to display and to a celebration of
outwardness: the "natural" qualities of this body is erased in a lengthy and
rigorous training which begins in early childhood (Dempster 1988). The
perfected bodies of the classical era are quite likely to be reminders of the
"idealised body" of architecture that is described by a number of figures starting
with Vitruvius80.
Spurred by the limited range of choices offered by the classical tradition, a
number of women artists have begun to redefine "concert dance" in an attempt
to develop new languages of physical expression at the turn of the twentieth
century; i.e., Isadora Duncan, Ruth St. Dennis, Loie Fuller. Positing a "natural"
body in which feeling and form are organically connected, early modern dancers
(who are called the second generation, following the first three) looked at dance
as an expression of interiority—interior feeling guiding the movement of the
body into external forms—and sought for systems of emotional expression that
can be formalised into a set of movement vocabulary; i.e. Martha Graham, Doris
Humphrey, Charles Weidmann81 (Au 1988).
                                                          
80 The first one of the themes Vidler describes, in his Architectural Uncanny, is "the notion that the building
is a body of some kind" (1992:70). Giving reference to the theorists of the Renaissance (such as Alberti,
Francesco di Giorgio, Filarete and Leonardo, along with Vitruvius) in describing his first theme, Vidler
concludes that "the idea of an architectural monument as an embodiment and abstract representation of the
human body, its reliance on the anthropomorphic analogy for proportional and figurative authority,
was...abandoned with the collapse of the classical tradition and the birth of a technologically dependent
architecture" (Vidler 1992:69).
81 Concentrating on the psyche, I believe the inquiries of this "female-centred" generation carry quite strong
parallelisms with the second theme Vidler identifies in his bodily projection: "the idea that the building
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However, as the principles of modern dance have become progressively codified
into systematic techniques, the concept of a "natural" body is no longer
sustained, for modern techniques have turned into training systems that erase
naturally given physical traits, like that of classical ballet. As a reaction, there
followed a metamorphosis of form through an inquiry into the very nature of
dance82. Rejecting style and expression, Merce Cunningham in 1950s began
organising bodily movement into new configurations without expressive intent
(Franko 1995). Although, defined as modernist by a number of scholars,
Cunningham has been a turning point for the transition into a post-modern era
in the dance field. Distinguishing themselves from both the classical and
modern traditions, post-modern dancers did present neither perfected, ideal or
unified forms nor bodies driven by inner imperatives. Instead, they concentrated
on bodies of bone, muscle and flesh, speaking of and for themselves.
What is called the "objectivist dance" by some, this corporeal inquiry searched
for individual people in motion rather than representing idealised experiences or
experiences that might be common to all people (Dempster 1988). What followed
as a secondary branch was the "reflexive choreography" which assumed that the
body will inevitably refer to other events, and because of this asks how those
references are made.
Whereas objectivist dance has laid bare the conventions governing
the representations to allow the body to speak its own language,
reflexive choreography works with these same conventions to show
the body's capacity to both speak and be spoken through in many
different languages. (Foster 1986:188)
                                                                                                                                                                            
embodies states of the body, or, more importantly, states of mind based on bodily sensation" (Vidler
1992:70). Beginning with Burke's outlining of an "aesthetics of the sublime", what is encountered in this
period, which begins with the eighteenth century, is a building no longer simply representing a part or
whole of the body, but rather seen as objectifying the various states of the body, physical and mental.
82 The third theme identified by Vidler is "the sense that the environment as a whole is endowed with bodily
or at least organic characteristics" (Vidler 1992:70). At the first instance, it is the body that is itself literally
placed in question, instead of forming the originating point of a centred projection, throughout the
architectural projects given to exemplify this third period. "This active denegation of the body takes on, in
the postmodern world, the aspect of an autocritique of a modernism that posited a quasi-scientific,
propaedeutic role for architecture. The body in disintegration is in a very real sense the image of the notion
of humanist progress in disarray" (Vidler 1992:79).
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While early post-modern dancers focused on non-hierarchical and non-
genderised use and organisation of body and its movement, current practices
that are sometimes gathered under the title of "contemporary dance", which are
primarily rooted in a European tradition, concentrate on a polyvalent body that
is situated in a social context with all of its particularities such as race, sex,
gender, sexual orientation, culture and so on.
Therefore, in trying to break up with the "idealising" and "objectifying" tradition,
it is not a coincidence that the examples chosen for documentation in this study
are products of modern, post-modern, and contemporary approaches towards
choreography that, at the first place, position the body as a starting point
instead of some geometric rules and positions as inscribed by the classical
tradition. The socially constructed, biomechanical bodies of The Magnanimous
Cuckold are at the base of an expressive tradition, which is similar to that of
German expressionist dance. Though not necessarily a "modernist" himself,
Popper's Cry is an example that employs avant-garde strategies of pursuing a
body, which is the basic element in the formation of space, and conveying
meaning. Hoppla and Muurwerk constitute the early examples of a tradition that
replaces the stage-space with a social setting as in many "contemporary"
instances. Concentrating on the "private" sides of a series of particular
individual lives, Lloyd Newson's attempts are one step further in this direction,
where he does not stop at a social inquiry and moves further into the territory of
indiviudal psyches that make up the social. Whereas, Cunningham's non-
gendered, chance-operated bodies in Hand-Drawn Spaces and BI-PED are
reminders of his earlier inquiries into "neutral" and non-hierarchical systems of
operation while tracing the implications of an anthropomorphic but at the same
time spectral/virtual body that is away from the physical burdens of the flesh.
What is arrived at, at the end, is a body, which is disorganised, de-structured,
and reduced to its fragments as in the cases of Demonoid and Monologue.
An overall look at the choreographic instances constituting each sub-section
throughout this study, then, would reveal the abstract-like, summarising
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quality of the first chapter in that Magnanimous Cuckold dates as the earliest
example utilised, marking the subordination of the body by the visual and
spatial forces at work, while Demonoid is the most recent example of all,
marking the fragmentary approaches towards the body. Hence, our story line
takes us through a cycling, and somewhat historical, movement starting with
bodySPACE and ending with bodyspace; i.e. starting with Magnanimous Cuckold
and ending with Monologue. Throughout the progression of this cycling
movement, Cry projects a corporeal state of conforming to the choreographer
Popper's own body, where it interprets the stage-space according to an
expressive system with which it becomes familiar through its own bodily
features. These strategies of projecting itself into space formulate themselves
into strategies of constructing space through engaging with spatial tensions
constituting the visual field in Hoppla, and further as engagements that result
from full contact in Muurwerk. Merging the body completely with its physical
setting and its movement context, Lloyd Newson's experiments in physical
theatre dramatically illustrate the urge to dissolve the authoritarian body of the
choreographer into both the bodies of everyone else involved in the production
(performers, designers, and so on) and the body of the audience that receive the
messages conveyed throughout the pieces at hand. Hand-Drawn Spaces and BI-
PED portray a literally vanishing, non-gendered body that spells out a sense of
loss, accompanying the move away from the archaic, almost tactile projection of
the body in all of its biological force. Following the perceived "loss" of the body,
the body becomes more an object of nostalgia than a model of harmony,
manifested in Demonoid as a series of irreconcilable fragments, and in
Monologue as a body consisting of merely a face. What is more important as the
cycling movement forms itself into a final scheme is that the final meaning of
the proposed scheme is cumulative: it does depend on a single theme (the
inevitable interaction between body and space), however, not based on a series
of fragmental themes but spelled out through a succession of fragments.
Thus, we proceeded to initiate from the conception of space-as-construct
(bodySPACE), moved on to body-centric spaces (BODYspace), and later were
introduced to ultimate instances of Contact through physical (BODYSPACE) and
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spatial (bodyspace) touch. Completing the continuously and simultaneously
cycling and reflecting movement, we are here (two bodies in Contact, and as
extensions of each other). Obviously, Contact Improvisation has accomplished
its mission as a, perhaps over-exploited, metaphor now.
On “further studies”
My expectation of this study was not to cover and convey everything that could
be ascribed to the relationship between body and space. The final schema could
certainly not represent fully the “real territory” in its full plenitude and
complexity, thus remaining as an inquiry at an abstract/conceptual level.
Nevertheless, I am hoping it to become a guide and a source that helps one to
“imagine” that territory, drawing attention to landmarks, circumstances and
possibilities.
First of all, the overall schema could be looked at from two different
perspectives, one of which is design-based, and the other educational.
Approaching the schema from a rather practice-oriented perspective, one point
of concentration would be to elaborate further on what type of “real-life
situations” each category or relation type refers to or implies. Once these
implications are constructed, then, the next objective would be to try to develop
a series of strategies that lie at the roots of, result in, or at least favour, each
relation type and the real-life situation it implies.
However, it is obvious by now that attaining a social-determinist role would not
be the vision of such architecture. I believe a study of the ways in which body
interferes in the operation of the spatial construct would reveal a number of
strategies and inspiration points for such purposes. Comparative studies
between “constructed life situations” in the form of performances, and “real life
situations” in the form of everyday experiences might prove to provide important
clues about similarities and differences of each. For this reason, each sub-
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section deserves further elaboration and a thorough analysis of its corporeal
and spatial operating mechanisms.
Regarding educational purposes, a Performance Studies (PS) approach could
easily be put to practical use in relation with the strategies involved throughout
this study. Performance Studies already suggests a methodology of participation
that would have direct pedagogical implications; and these might prove to be
quite useful in questioning the objectives of architectural design education in
particular and design education in general. In calling for participation and
somatic involvement with the object of study, Performance Studies is in pursuit
of an embodied approach to interpretation and understanding. It is a
kinesthetic way of knowing. It derives its methodology from performance
techniques, particularly from the fields of Oral Interpretation and play
rehearsals in theatre. In these settings, the research process proceeds not from
a set of hypotheses to test, but rather from "what if" questions such as "what if
you were to play this way?", "what if you did this?", "what happens when you do
this differently?"…etc. This line of questioning opens up the multiplicity of
meanings possible in any work for fuller and deeper exploration.
Searching for an appropriate content to introduce the findings from the analysis
of the choreographic instances at hand, for instance, or elaborating these
analyses further in studio-contexts would be alternative ways of progression. In
developing curricula, collaboration with artists from performing arts fields might
suggest quite enriching experiences of instruction and learning.
Another alternative would be to concentrate on the “embodied ways of knowing”
that are at work in dance practices. Considering the fact that dancers go
through a rigorous training to be able to have contact with empty space
surrounding their bodies, the spatial awareness of a dancing body might be
both experimentally and theoretically studied. Again the implications of a
Performance Studies approach might be useful at that point since PS addresses
quite specifically multi-dimensionality through the (1) application of embodied
practices to the problem or phenomenon in question, (2) reflection upon those
practices, and the (3) development of new practices based upon that reflection.
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This is very similar to the style of experiential learning developed by David Kolb
and others, which employs a four-staged learning cycle.
The first and foremost intention of this study, a disciplinary inquiry, still holds
its potential unused; and, I believe, the body, the user and the occupier are one
of the pertinent starting points for an inquiry of that sort in “re-thinking
architecture”.
At the end, my hopeful contribution is that this study reveals a certain level of
consciousness and awareness towards the issue at hand through a severe
analysis and categorisation of the relationship between body and space.
Despite, and because of the fact that, I have chosen to trace a wide perspective,
there are a number of issues, which have remained untouched and could be
elaborated further. Thus, it is my hope that this study will constitute the basis
for further work on the points it raises, and contributes to the field by standing
as one of the “resistance points” against the ongoing reductionist conditions and
attitudes towards body, space and architecture.
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Figure 5. 1. “BodySpace” schema83
                                                          
83 This study from an overall perspective is based on, and an elaborate version of, an earlier study, which
was published as part of the Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Design and Decision
Support Systems in Architecture, that resulted in the above final schema—with a few small-scale changes
(Uysal and Wilsing 2000).
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